Small Changes
Title
1859: Oregon's
Magazine
Into the Soul of
Oregon
Categories:
Regional; Travel

1889: Washington's
Magazine

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
5.95
6 From Pendleton to the Pearl, and from
Bend to Bandon, 1859: Oregon's
Magazine, named for Oregon's year of
statehood, captures the true Oregon for
residents, admirers and visitors. 1859
explores the landscapes, personalities,
movers and shakers, history, and
architecture that is Oregon.

5.95

Categories:
Regional; Travel

212

25

2 Based in Istanbul, 212 contains short
fiction and long-form reporting, distinctive
photo essays, and revealing interviews.
Each issue is centered around a loose
theme and aims to provide an inclusive
space for ideas and perspectives—mixed
without prejudice.

7.95

4 The voice of the computer hacker, 2600
shows things that only hackers are able to
find, but everyone can appreciate. Learn
how to use various telephone and
computer systems to your advantage.
Defensive strategies for individual privacy,
and excerpts from various databases are
regular features.

Categories:
Art; Fashion

2600
The Hacker
Quarterly
Categories:
Technology; Media

6 Paddle the Puget Sound, hike Mount
Rainier, sip some of the finest wines from
Walla Walla, hit the Tacoma Art Museum,
and light out to San Juan Island to go
whale watching. 1889: Washington's
Magazine pays homage to the entire
Evergreen State with stunning
photography and sharp writing.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
425
Inside. Outside.
Eastside.
Categories:
Regional;
Gardening; Home

Adbusters

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
8.95 12 The Eastside’s magazine, 425 oﬀers a
wealth of ideas and resources for
gardening, designing, creating, and
building that are uniquely crafted to fit the
Eastside’s lifestyles and homes. 425 aims
to inspire and inform readers of the many
options, specialists, and resources that
are available on the Eastside and beyond.

14.95

Journal of The
Mental Environment
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary; Media

Adventure Journal

18

The Deeper You
Get, the Deeper You
Get
Categories:
Travel; Natural World

Advocate
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Political
& Social
Commentary

5.99

6 Adbusters addresses our media-fueled,
shop-til-you-drop culture and its eﬀect on
the environment. Adbusters is committed
to ecological sustainability, activist
solutions, and getting our planetary
destiny back into gear.

4 Adventure Journal is devoted to outdoor
adventure in all its forms. It was founded
in 2008 by Steve Casimiro, former editor
of Powder magazine, founding editor of
Bike magazine and West Coast editor of
National Geographic Adventure. Each
issue features stunning photography,
exciting travelogues, and necessary gear
reviews.
6 The Advocate provides the most accurate
and complete chronicle of the gay and
lesbian political and social movement, as
well as spotlighting the impact and
influence of gays and lesbians on popular
culture. Educational, entertaining and
provocative features and interviews are
standard fare for The Advocate.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Afar
Where Travel Can
Take You

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
4 Award-winning, Afar inspires and guides
those who travel the world to connect
with its people, experience their cultures,
and understand their perspectives.

Categories:
Travel

Agni

13.95

2 Published at Boston University, Agni sees
literature and the arts as integral to the
broad, engaged conversation that
underwrites a vital society. Each issue
features poets, storytellers, essayists,
translators, and artists who lift a mirror to
nature and the social world. They not only
reflect our age, they respond.

7.99

6 Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine
presents original, spine-tingling stories by
top-notch authors and new writers from
all corners of the mystery genre. Each
issue also features news, reviews, and
much more... guaranteed to make your
blood run cold!

16.95

4 Celebrating mountaineering and the
climbing life, Alpinist captures the art of
ascent in its most powerful manifestations
—inspired by an ethos of beauty, purity,
and style, Alpinist is dedicated to the
world of adventure climbing.

Categories:
Literary; Art

Alfred Hitchcock
Mystery Magazine
Categories:
Literary

Alpinist
Categories:
Fitness; Natural
World; Travel

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Alta
Journal of Alta
California
Categories:
Regional

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15
4 Alta celebrates and examines the lifestyle,
history, people, arts, politics, and
environment of California and its
surrounding areas. Each issue features
literary interviews, informative journalism,
and beautiful images.

American Bungalow 12.95
Restoration,
Accessories,
History, Furnishings,
Events, Arts and
Crafts

1 American Bungalow is not just about the
architecture and restoration of oldfashioned, single-family urban dwellings.
It’s about a philosophy of life that involves
simplicity, functionality, and comfort.
Beautiful photographs and practical
articles provide tips on furnishing, lighting,
and designing bungalows on a budget.

Categories:
Design; Home
American Chordata

20

1 American Chordata features bright voices
in fiction, nonfiction essays, poetry, art,
and photography. Each issue attempts to
prove that excellent literature, earnest
expression, and sophisticated design can
exist side-by-side on the page.

9.99

4 From handmade items that we use in our
homes everyday to the fine-art pieces
honored by museums, American Craft
covers inspiring crafts made throughout
the country. Each issue spotlights the
makers and organizations, and their
contributions to craft in contemporary
American culture.

Categories:
Literary; Art;
Photography

American Craft
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles; Art

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
American Fly
Fishing
Incredible Fly
Fishing Destinations

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
6 American Fly Fishing is an inspiring
reference of angling destinations. Every
issue features angling locations, including
both famous and lesser known waters,
and includes travel information and
descriptions of conditions and species.

Categories:
Sports & Games;
Animals; Travel
American Poetry
Review

5

6 In publication since 1972, The American
Poetry Review is dedicated to reaching a
worldwide audience with a diverse array
of the best contemporary poetry and
literary prose. APR also aims to expand
the audience interested in poetry and
literature, and to provide authors,
especially poets, with a far-reaching forum
in which to present their work.

7.99

6 Analog Science Fiction & Fact provides an
unbeatable combination of stimulating
fiction stories, provocative editorials, and
fascinating science-fact articles. Analog
Science Fiction & Fact explores the
boundaries of imagination beginning at
the frontiers of scientific research.

Categories:
Literary

Analog Science
Fiction & Fact
Home of the Finest
Science Fiction and
Science Fact
Categories:
Literary; Science
Anarcho-Syndicalist
Review
An Independent
Labor Magazine
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

5

4 Anarcho-Syndicalist Review is an
independent forum for non-sectarian,
critical, informed, and constructive
discussion of anarcho-syndicalist theory
and practice. Each issue takes as its
starting point the "Principles of
Revolutionary Unionism" adopted at the
1922 conference of revolutionary unions.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Anorak
The Happy Mag for
Kids
Categories:
Children

AnOther

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.5
4 By encouraging kids to use their natural
creativity and imagination to learn, Anorak
breaks new ground in visual
communication for children. Each issue
features stories written and illustrated by
the most exciting contemporary artists, as
well as games, activities, and children's
book reviews.

22.5

Moving Fashion,
Shifting Culture
Categories:
Fashion; Art;
Political & Social
Commentary
Apartamento

24

2 Produced in Spain, Apartamento is widely
recognized as one of today's most
influential, inspiring, and honest interiors
magazines. International, meticulously
designed, simply written, and tastefully
curated since 2008, it is an indispensable
resource for individuals who are
passionate about the way they live.

24.95

4 Aperture provides a one-of-a-kind
showcase for the world’s well-known and
newly discovered photographers. These
images are augmented by superbly
written texts from highly regarded writers.
Aperture is essential reading for anyone
interested in photography, the visual arts,
or simply a new perspective on life.

An Everyday Life
Interiors Magazine
Categories:
Design; Home

Aperture
Speaking the
Language of
Photography
Categories:
Photography

2 A blend of high fashion and world-class
photography, each beautifully crafted
edition of AnOther is a collector's item.
Each massive 400-plus page issue
features content from emerging
photographers, stylists, and writers.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Archaeology

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Cultures; Science;
Sociology

$ FQY Description
6.99
6 Archaeology is devoted to the field of
archaeology that is meant for the general
public. Each issue is up to date on new
finds and research in the field. From
Bronze Age discoveries in Cyprus, to the
battlefields of WWI, Archaeology makes
the ancient, and the not so ancient, past
come to life.

Architectural Digest

7.99

12 Architectural Digest visits the most
stunning homes, presenting the work of
architects and interior designers. It
provides a first look at the homes of
leaders in entertainment, business,
society, and the arts, covering subjects of
design importance, from technology and
automobiles, to travel, shopping, and
antiques.

Architectural Digest 34.95
Special

2 AD 100 Collector is a biannual publication
showcasing the best in design and
decoration. In the world of design and
architecture, no list is held in higher
esteem than the AD 100, now entering its
fourth decade.

The International
Magazine of Interior
Design
Categories:
Design; Home

Categories:
Home; Design

Art Chowder
Arts + Culture
Magazine
Categories:
Art; Regional

5.95

6 Published in Spokane, WA, Art Chowder
showcases a tasteful variety of visual,
performing, and culinary arts of the Pacific
Northwest. Each issue will surprise you
with the enlightenment of what resides in
your own back yard.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Art in America

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Art

$ FQY Description
15.95
6 Art in America creates a fascinating
picture of the colorful, ever changing,
often controversial, art scene, with
everything from contemporary to classical
painting, sculpture, and photography,
along with critiques of exciting new
talents and important new books.

Artforum

16.99

12 For almost 40 years, Artforum has
remained the world’s leading
contemporary art magazine. In addition to
exploring contemporary art, Artforum also
covers fashion, film, photography,
architecture, music, and websites, lending
a unique perspective to the broad range
of popular culture.

9.99

3 Arts & Crafts Homes is devoted to the arts
and crafts movement, past and present.
Each issue is a portfolio of the best work
in new construction, restoration, and
interpretive design, presented through
essays and news, design details, how-to
articles, gardens and landscape, kitchens
and baths, and of course, beautiful
photographs.

7.99

6 Join the vanguard of science fiction with
Asimov's Science Fiction. Filled with the
most celebrated authors in the field,
Asimov's shares their visions with stories
that will launch readers into the fantastic
worlds of tomorrow.

Categories:
Art; Pop Culture

Arts & Crafts Homes
and the Revival
Categories:
Home; Design

Asimov's Science
Fiction
Categories:
Literary

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Astronomy

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Science

$ FQY Description
6.99 12 Astronomy oﬀers the most exciting,
visually stunning, thorough, and timely
coverage of the heavens above. Each
issue includes expert science reporting,
vivid color photography, complete skyevent coverage, spot-on observing tips,
and informative telescope reviews for
astronomers at any level.

Astronomy Special

9.99

1 Astronomy oﬀers the most exciting,
visually stunning, thorough, and timely
coverage of the heavens above. Each
issue includes expert science reporting,
vivid color photography, complete skyevent coverage, spot-on observing tips,
and informative telescope reviews for
astronomers at any level.

9.99

12 Voted “most insightful and thoughtprovoking magazine” by readers of
American Journalism Review, The Atlantic
places the reader at the leading edge of
contemporary issues while oﬀering the
very best in fiction, travel, food, and
humor, exploring the issues that
Americans aren’t only talking about, but
living.

7.99

4 Atomic Ranch celebrates postwar ranch
houses and modernist tract houses,
confirming for readers that their
midcentury homes are far from outdated,
and with the right furnishings,
renovations, and improvements, they will
remain relevant into the next century and
beyond.

The World's Best
Selling Astronomy
Magazine

50 Weirdest Objects
in the Cosmos
Categories:
Science

Atlantic
Of No Party or
Clique
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary
Atomic Ranch
Midcentury Marvels
Categories:
Home; Design

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Atomic Ranch
Special
Categories:
Home; Design

Attitude

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
2 The Atomic Ranch Special is published
roughly twice a year and presents midcentury architecture and accessories
based on a single theme such as Design,
and Renovation.

15.99

12 Founded in 1994, Attitude is the UK's
best-selling gay magazine. Respected for
its topical reporting and social
campaigning, each issue features
interviews with celebrities, authors, sports
stars, politicians, and activists, as well as
articles and essays on all things LGBTQ.

19.99

4 Combining animals, illustrations, and
lifestyle tips, Aww, was born out of a love
of world-wide creators and a desire to
support and connect them. Established
and young creative forces alike, are
gathered in this beautifully designed
quarterly publication to share their
experiments and endeavors.

6.99

6 Backpacker oﬀers a complete range of
information essential to camping and
hiking enthusiasts: where to go, what to
take, how to pack, plus useful hints about
what not to do, or leave behind.
Backpacker combines maps, special
focus articles, product news, and the
most up-to-date backcountry news
available.

The Biggest Selling
Gay Magazine in the
World
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Men

Aww
Art, Design, Leisure,
Lifestyle
Categories:
Art; Animals; Design

Backpacker
The Outdoors at
your Doorstep
Categories:
Fitness; Natural
World; Travel

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Backwoodsman
The Magazine for
the 21st Century
Frontiersman

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
6 The Magazine for the 21st Century
frontiersman, Backwoodsman is
dedicated to preserving old frontier living,
primitive hunting and fishing, tool and
weapon histories, Indian lore, and
wilderness survival techniques.

Categories:
Sustainability; Crafts
& Textiles; Lifestyle;
Men
Baﬄer

14

The Journal that
Blunts the Cutting
Edge
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary; Media; Pop
Culture
Balcony

25

Categories:
Art

Banana

30

All Things AZN
Categories:
Cultures

Bauer Special

12.99

6 The Baﬄer is America’s leading voice of
interesting and unexpected left-wing
cultural criticism, political analysis, short
fiction, poetry, and art. Through its six
annual print issues, it skewers every facet
of our debauched social order: Silicon
Valley snake-oil, the faithless media class,
and the neoliberal consensus of our
leadership. Read The Baﬄer for essential
dispatches from the front lines of the
dystopia we all call home.
2 Balcony is a collection of conversations
with artists situated in the everyday. Each
issue contains a selection of dialogues as
well as visual stories and original
artworks, sidestepping conventions of
both art criticism and the artist profile and
presenting the artist’s voice as its primary
source.

1 Banana is a platform to feature Asian
creatives and contemporary Asian culture.
Whether it rediscovers your grandma's
herbal soup, explores current Asian
beauty culture, or analyzes the dichotomy
between two or more cultures, Banana
magazine aims to cover all things AZN.

12

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Bavual
The African Heritage
Magazine
Categories:
Cultures

Bay Nature

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
10
4 Taking its name from the Swahili word for
powerful, Bavual documents the African
experience from the beginning of
recorded history to the present. Each
issue contains essays, features, and
interviews which tell the story of 680
centuries of Afrocentric progress, and
how these stories relate to today's world.

8.95

An Exploration of
Nature in the San
Francisco Bay Area
Categories:
Regional; Natural
World
Believer

12

Categories:
Literary; Art;
Cultures

Bella Grace
Life's a Beautiful
Journey
Categories:
Spirituality; Women

19.99

4 Bay Nature is dedicated to the intelligent
and joyful exploration of the San
Francisco Bay Area's natural landscapes,
aiming to inspire residents to get outside
and explore local nature, to gain a deeper
understanding of natural systems and, in
the process, inspire their stewardship of
local parks and waterways.

6 The Believer, a five-time National
Magazine Award finalist, is a literature,
arts, and culture magazine featuring
journalism, essays, intimate interviews, an
expansive comics section, poetry, and on
occasion, delightful and unexpected
bonus items. All issues feature a regular
column by Nick Hornby, and a symposium
in which several writers expound on a
theme of contemporary interest.
4 Bella Grace is an inspiring publication
devoted to finding magic in the ordinary.
Each issue aims to touch the souls of its
readers through beautifully penned
essays, and striking photographs that
capture life's wondrous adventure.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
$ FQY Description
Bella Grace Special 17.99
1 Bella Grace Special is devoted to special
themes like magic and coziness. Bella
Categories:
Grace is an inspiring publication devoted
Spirituality; Women
to finding magic in the ordinary. Each
issue aims to touch the souls of its
readers through beautifully penned
essays, and striking photographs that
capture life's wondrous adventure. Bella
Grace Special is devoted to special
themes like magic and coziness.
Beside

18

2 Published in Montreal, Beside is an
independent magazine at the crossroads
of culture and nature. It uncovers
compelling narratives, pursues untold
stories, and fosters impactful
conversations across North America, to
empower us with the tools to build a more
sustainable future.

4.99

12 Better Homes & Gardens has been writing
for people interested in turning inspiration
into action since 1922. Each issue
focuses on decorating, crafts,
entertaining, cooking, healthy living, and
gardening.

9.75

4 Bicycle Quarterly is for discerning cyclists
who enjoy weekend rides, commuting,
randonneuring, racing, or touring the
countryside. Professionally written articles
cover a variety of topics rarely found in
the "mainstream" cycling press, including
technical articles and cycling history.

Bridging the Gap
Between Humans
and Nature
Categories:
Natural World;
Sociology;
Sustainability
Better Homes &
Gardens
It's Where Life
Happens
Categories:
Home; Gardening

Bicycle Quarterly
The Passion of
Cycling
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Fitness

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Bicycling
World's Leading
Bike Magazine
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Fitness

Bitch

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
6 Since 1961, Bicycling has oﬀered
something to both the novice and
experienced cyclist. It features product
reviews, training advice, bike repair,
nutrition information, and race and tour
coverage. Bicycling covers the entire
spectrum of cycling for everyone who
rides for fitness, fun, adventure, or
transportation.
12.95

Feminist Response
to Pop Culture
Categories:
Women; LGBTQIA+;
Political & Social
Commentary;
Sociology
Black & White

7.95

For Collectors of
Fine Photography

4 Bitch seeks to be a fresh, revitalizing
voice in contemporary feminism, one that
welcomes complex arguments and
refuses to ignore the contradictory and
often uncomfortable realities of life in an
unequivocally gendered world. Bitch has
a broad reach, with a community that has
grown to over six million readers around
the globe.
6 Black & White is dedicated to fine art
photography, showcasing works from
lesser-known and emerging artists.

Categories:
Photography

Blood of Gods
Metal. Mayhem.
Wine
Categories:
Music; Art; Food &
Beverage

5

2 Frustrated that beer was receiving all the
love and attention in metal music circles,
Blood of Gods remedied the situation with
the first ever metal and wine zine! Each
issue is packed with music and wine
reviews, original artwork, metal/wine
pairings, and fun! Proceeds donated to
the Blue Mountain Humane Society.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Bloomberg Green
Categories:
Sustainability;
Business

Bohypsian

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.99
4 Bloomberg Green features climate news
and data-driven insights from
Bloomberg's global newsroom covering
the latest in science, environmental
impacts, zero-emission tech, and green
business. Each issue focuses on a
signature theme, combining new
reporting, features, and info-graphics.

20

1 Bohypsian is an art activism journal
documenting personal and collective
healing, indigenous sovereignty, and food
through interwoven stories, artworks,
interviews, and recipes. Bohypsian
features seamless double page spreads
made possible with a specially patented
rubber binding that allows readers to
easily tear out pages for framing.

12

4 Bomb, a contemporary arts and literary
publication, features interviews between
the individuals who make the art we
consume. Its annual literary supplement
publishes new fiction, poetry, and art.
Bomb’s stand-alone status is secured by
its mission: Bomb lets artists and writers
speak for themselves.

6.99

12 Bon Appetit is for those who love to cook
and live to entertain. It is an unparalleled
guide to fine dining and elegant
gatherings, with an emphasis on
convenience. It oﬀers page after page of
easy-to-prepare recipes, and colorful
features on food, wine, and travel.

Categories:
Spirituality; Cultures;
Sociology

Bomb
Conversations
Between Artists,
Writers, Performers,
Directors, &
Musicians
Categories:
Literary; Art
Bon Appetit
America's Food and
Entertaining
Magazine
Categories:
Food & Beverage

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Bookforum
Categories:
Literary

Bookmarks

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
4 Welcome to the literary review Michael
Cunningham calls "an answered prayer".
Following Artforum's practice in
contemporary art, Bookforum provides
coverage by and about the world's best
writers from the world's leading scholars.

6.95

6 Have you ever become utterly
overwhelmed upon entering a library or
bookstore? The folks at Bookmarks have,
and they founded the magazine to help
those who immerse themselves in books.
Bookmarks wants to turn your frustration
into a rekindled love of the written word.

30

2 Boys! Boys! Boys! elevates queer and gay
photography to the realm of fine art
photography, where it remains grossly
underrepresented. Each issue features
photographers from 24 countries and a
percentage of the proceeds go to
LGBTQ+ charities.

14.25

8 Breathe helps readers find a more
balanced and relaxed way of living. Each
issue focuses on well-being, mindfulness,
and creativity through thoughtful articles,
recipes, and interviews with leading
mindfulness experts.

For Everyone Who
Hasn't Read
Everything
Categories:
Literary

Boys! Boys! Boys!
The Home of Queer
and Gay
Photography
Categories:
Photography;
LGBTQIA+
Breathe
and make time for
yourself
Categories:
Mindfulness;
Spirituality

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Breathe Special
Categories:
Mindfulness;
Spirituality

Brick

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.99 12 Breathe Special is packed with beautiful
illustrations, craft projects, and inspiring
features, such as how to achieve relief
from stress, increase resilience and find
greater happiness. Each issue features a
diﬀerent theme and, as with all issues, the
latest tools for helping with emotional
well-being by encouraging expressive arts
in a fun way.
19

2 Brick is an international journal with a
focus on literary non-fiction. Each issue
features new essays and insights from the
world's best-loved writers and introduces
fresh, emerging voices from all over.
Widely praised for its design, Brick
regularly features art and photographic
inserts. Past contributors include Zadie
Smith, Juan Gabriel Vásques, Michael
Ondaatje, and John Irving.

14.99

3 Created by women who love weed,
Broccoli is a magazine and a community,
presenting a new perspective on cannabis
culture. Each issue encourages the
discovery and intelligent appreciation of
cannabis through creative and inclusive
explorations of art, culture, and fashion.

22

1 Published by the team behind Broccoli,
Mushroom People digs deep into the wild
mysteries and marvels of the mushroom
universe, sharing in-depth stories paired
with magical art and design to explore the
meaning of mushrooms in art, culture,
history, and science.

A Literary Journal
Categories:
Literary

Broccoli
A Magazine for
Cannabis Lovers
Categories:
Cannabis; Women

Broccoli Special

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Buddhadharma
The Practitioner's
Quarterly

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.99
4 Featuring teachings, stories, discussions
and reviews, Buddhadharma is an indepth, practice-oriented publication for
Buddhists of all traditions. From the
publishers of Lion's Roar.

Categories:
Religion; Spirituality

Bust

7.99

4 Bust is for today’s sassy girls who know
that Vogue is vapid, Glamour is garbage,
and Cosmo is clueless. Fierce, funny, and
too smart to be anything but feminist,
Bust features celebrity interviews,
personal essays, and punk-inspired
fashion spreads, making it the voice of the
“New Girl Order.”

12

4 Relaunching after a 10-year hiatus, BUTT
is a quintessential magazine for the gay
community. Each issue features intimate
interviews, tasteful portraits, and
engaging articles on the lifestyles and
trends of gay men, all focused on building
cross-community solidarity and sexual
freedom.

32

2 Cabana believes that the finest art
galleries are the homes and work places
of the art collectors themselves. Each
issue features home interiors from a
curatorial vantage point, featuring items
that range from fabulous pieces of art to
esoteric flea market finds.

For Women With
Something to Get
Oﬀ Their Chests
Categories:
Women; Fashion;
Pop Culture;
Sociology
BUTT
Categories:
LGBTQIA+;
Lifestyle; Men

Cabana
Categories:
Art; Home

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Cabinet
A Quarterly of Art
and Culture
Categories:
Art; Design; Pop
Culture

Cannabis Now

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12
3 Cabinet blends art, design, and cultural
criticism in a beautiful format that
challenges the mind and soothes the eye.
Each issue is dedicated to a particular
theme: from Bingo in Sweden to the
phenomena of language.

7.99

6 Cannabis Now focuses on the latest
news, politics, cannabis legislation,
economic trends, horticultural
advancements, medical information, and
social changes, in order to educate on the
legitimate and beneficial sides of
cannabis.

25

2 Rather than consider art and music
separately, Canvas & Cassette aims to
explore the way in which these two
creative worlds naturally overlap. Each
issue asks: what bands does an illustrator
listen to in their studio? How does a
songwriter select artwork to represent
their music? And more. . .

17.95

4 Engaging and interactive, with roots in the
world of tarot, Cartomancer celebrates all
forms of divination. Its colorful pages are
artfully designed and packed with articles
from the industry’s leading voices,
covering topics such as the art of
cartomancy, holistic personal and
business guidance, and metaphysics, as
well as deck & book reviews.

Categories:
Cannabis

Canvas & Cassette
Categories:
Art; Music; Zine

Cartomancer
A Metaphysical
Journal For Diviners
Categories:
Spirituality; Art

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Catalyst
A Journal of Theory
and Strategy
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary
Catster

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15
4 A serious discussion of capitalism is no
longer oﬀ the table, and the folks at
Catalyst are rising to that challenge. From
the publishers of Jacobin, Catalyst is a
political journal. Each issue features
articles and essays questioning the
current neoliberal world order, and
proposing community-based, socialist
alternatives.
6.99

6 Catster is a relaunch of Cat Fancy. Each
issue features cat health and training tips,
plus lifestyle features for the web-savvy
pet owner.

25

2 Cherry Bombe is a beautifully designed
independent magazine that celebrates
women and food: those who grow it,
make it, serve it, study it, enjoy it, and
everything in between. It is about
sustenance, style, and the things that
nourish the mind, the eye, and, of course,
the stomach.

25

0 Cherry Bombe is a beautifully designed
independent magazine that celebrates
women and food: those who grow it,
make it, serve it, study it, enjoy it, and
everything in between. It is about
sustenance, style, and the things that
nourish the mind, the eye, and, of course,
the stomach.

Live with Cattitude!
Categories:
Animals; Lifestyle

Cherry Bombe
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Women

Cherry Bombe
Special
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Women

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Chickpea Vegan
Quarterly
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

Cineaste

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
4 Chickpea Vegan Quarterly showcases
their favorite things from the world of
vegan food, whether it's a personal story,
a new book, a killer recipe, an interview
with a rising vegan chef, or a photo story
that captures the essence of the season
at hand. Each ad-free issue is printed on
quality paper with a handsome layout,
full-color photographs, and illustrations.
8

4 Cineaste is one of America’s foremost
independent film magazines, with no
financial ties to the film industry or
academic institutions. Thought-provoking
criticism, interviews, and reviews have
been regular fare since 1967. Feature
articles explore Hollywood, independent
filmmakers, and cinema from around the
world.

25

2 Citizen documents Black life and culture
through the words of Black thinkers and
the lenses of Black creatives, a beautifully
designed record of Black life that one can
sit with and learn from each time they part
the pages. Each themed issue features
interviews, essays, art, and gorgeous
photography.

America's Leading
Magazine on the Art
and Politics of the
Cinema
Categories:
Film
Citizen
Categories:
Cultures; Art

Clean Eating
Real Food for a
Healthy Happy Life
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

6.99

4 Clean Eating explores the multitude of
health and nutritional benefits when
subscribing to a clean lifestyle. Take a
creative yet doable approach to cooking,
and enhance the natural flavors of any
meal without compromising the integrity.
When it comes right down to it, Clean
Eating is not a diet. It's real food for a
healthy and happy life.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Climbing
Categories:
Fitness; Natural
World

Coast | noCoast

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
13.99
4 Inspiring and entertaining, Climbing oﬀers
in-depth profiles of today’s top climbers,
exciting feature stories, and fabulous
photography that cover all angles of the
art of ascent. Climbing covers bouldering,
big wall climbing, mountaineering, and
classic alpine routes.

13

Categories:
Literary; Art

Colibri

7.95

8 Taking its name from the French word for
hummingbird, Colibri is aimed at the avid
Northwest gardener–especially those
interested in growing and cooking their
own vegetables–who enjoys life in the
dining room, the backyard, the region,
and the world. Each issue features DIY
advice and beautiful photography
elegantly presented.

24

6 Founded in 1959, Communication Arts is
the largest international trade journal of
visual communications. It is a journal for
graphic and interactive design,
advertising, illustration, and photography.

Categories:
Gardening; Regional

Communication Arts
Exceptional Design
Advertising
Illustration
Photography
Interactive
Typography
Categories:
Design

1 Published in Seattle, Coast | noCoast is
an annual print journal of poetry, poetics,
and art, with oﬃces in Cincinnati and
Seattle. Each issue is dedicated to work
that is self-conscious (potentially
experimental) in form and context (literary,
historical, or otherwise).

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Communities
Life in Cooperative
Culture
Categories:
Sustainability;
Political & Social
Commentary;
Sociology
Consumer Reports

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.95
4 Communities is a source of up-to-date
information about intentional communities
dedicated to personal growth and social
transformation and is a valuable resource
for anyone interested in community
politics, group dynamics, family life, and
work and food cooperatives.

6.99

12 Consumer Reports is the trusted source
for ratings and recommendations of
brand-name consumer products and
services since 1936. Because Consumer
Reports does not accept any ads and is
completely independent, its priority is to
provide the facts for smart shopping and
saving money.

13.99

4 Consumer Reports Auto Series is a
special from the most respected
consumer magazine in the United States.
Each quarterly issue is filled with reliable
information about purchasing a car, and
focuses on a theme: Best Cars, SUVs,
and Trucks; New Car Ratings & Reviews;
New Car Preview; Best & Worst New
Cars, and more.

13.99

4 Consumer Reports Buying Guide is for
consumers who want to balance
performance with value when selecting a
car. Whether it's the New Car Buying
Guide, the Ratings & Pricing Guide, or the
Used Car Buying Guide, each provides
the information needed to make informed
purchasing decisions.

Smarter Choices for
a Better World
Categories:
Home; Business

Consumer Reports
Auto Series
Categories:
Business;
Technology

Consumer Reports
Buying Guide
Categories:
Business;
Technology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Consumer Reports
Food/Fitness
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Business; Fitness;
Home

Cook's Country

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.99
6 Consumer Reports Special: Family, Food
& Fitness is devoted to the family's health.
Readers will learn how to eat better and
healthier on a budget, examine which TV
infomercials promote products that work
and don't work, and buying advice and
ratings for food, supermarkets,
appliances, exercise equipment, health
clubs, and more.
7.99

6 Since the first issue was published in
2005, Cook's Country has provided
detailed recipes and cooking instructions,
along with beautiful color photos of some
of the most popular, time-tested, and
well-loved recipes from the Southern
United States. Every issue acts as the
perfect complement to the popular
television show "America's Test Kitchen."

7.99

6 Cook’s Illustrated is like having a cooking
school in print. With detailed black and
white illustrations, step-by-step guides,
recipes, taste tests, and kitchen
equipment reviews, Cook’s Illustrated is a
cookbook, a reference library, a cooking
school, and a consumer’s guide all in one,
with no advertising.

12.99

6 Published by Cooking Light, these
specials feature favorite recipes organized
by both style and preparation method.
Previous themes have included comfort
food, one-dish meals, best holiday
recipes, quick baking, and many more.

Categories:
Food & Beverage

Cook's Illustrated
Home of America's
Test Kitchen
Categories:
Food & Beverage

Cooking Light
Special
Categories:
Food & Beverage

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Country Living (UK)
Categories:
Home; Design;
Lifestyle

Courier

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
10.5 12 From simple decorating tips to home
improvement ideas and more, Country
Living (UK) is an evocative celebration of
the country way of life. Each issue
presents readers with a wide range of
ideas to reinvent their homes and gardens
and enjoy the ultimate country lifestyle.

8

6 Published in the UK, Courier focuses on
telling the story of start-up culture and
modern business. Each issue covers
innovation, technology, finance, and retail
design, with a shift toward the more
progressive approach that defines the
emerging generation of entrepreneurs,
innovators, and disruptors.

20

2 From the creative mind of Carine Roitfeld,
former editor of Vogue, comes CR
Fashion Book. Each issue is the go-to
source for the latest fashion trends,
beauty tips, celebrity news, and more.

Stories of Modern
Business
Categories:
Business

CR Fashion Book
The Binding
Marriage of Fashion
and Art
Categories:
Fashion; Pop
Culture
Craft Beer &
Brewing
For Those Who
Make and Drink
Great Beer
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Crafts & Textiles

11.99

6 Craft Beer & Brewing occupies a unique
position on the newsstand, appealing to
both the craft beer enthusiast as well as
home brewers. Each issue presents
recipes, techniques, and inspiration for
home brewing great beer, plus reviews of
craft beer bars, brewers, and home brew
shops.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Crazy for Sudoku!
Categories:
Sports & Games

Crease

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
4.99
9 Each issue of Crazy for Sudoku! contains
a mix of the most popular variety puzzles,
including dozens of Jigsaw Sudokus,
Sum-Doku puzzles, KenKens, Extremes,
Workoku, Original Sudokus, and
Challengers with large 16x16 grids!

20

2 The most beautiful things about hockey
are often overlooked, so Crease decided
to print some of them. Each issue features
beautiful photo-essays, player interviews,
and original artwork.

15

6 Create! highlights the works of artists,
makers, and creative entrepreneurs. Each
edition features inspiring interviews,
perspectives, and advice from the top
creative professionals, selected by guest
curators through calls for art and
contests.

16

4 Each issue of Creative Nonfiction provides
a lively blend of exceptional long and
short form nonfiction narratives and
interviews as well as columns that
examine the craft, style, trends, and ethics
of writing true stories. Recent issues have
tackled themes such as marriage, memoir,
the weather, and waiting.

Categories:
Sports & Games

Create!
Categories:
Art

Creative Nonfiction
True Stories, Well
Told
Categories:
Literary

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Crochet/Interweave
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

Curl

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
8.99
4 The single best source for innovative
crochet patterns, with diagrams,
illustrations, and clear instructions, as well
as news, tips, and insightful articles,
Crochet/Interweave inspires beginning to
advanced crocheters.

16.95

4 Curl teaches women all the tips and
techniques they need to love their curls.
Each issue features a panel of four
professional curly hair stylists who share
their thoughts and experiences, as well as
reviews of hair-care and beauty products
designed exclusively for curly hair.

9.99

4 Published in San Francisco, Curve is
savvy, sassy, sensitive, sexy, and smart.
Well-curated features, fashion,
photography, profiles, and reviews are
displayed in an arty, full-gloss format—all
celebrating lesbian life and culture.

18

4 Unafraid to link the personal and the
political, the economic and the emotional,
Damn is about discoveries that aim to
provoke a reaction... Whether it be a
thought or a smile. Each issue features
open-minded views on the worlds of
design, architecture, and art.

The Magazine for
Curly-Haired
Women
Categories:
Fashion; Women

Curve
America's Lesbian
Magazine
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Women

Damn
Categories:
Art; Design

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Daphne's Diary
Magazine
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Gardening; Home

Dazed & Confused

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
16.25
8 From the Netherlands, Daphne's Diary
invites the reader into a creative world of
homes and gardens, cooking, travel,
crafts, and shopping. Each issue is a little
diﬀerent and may include stickers, cards,
or cutouts.

13.2

4 Launched in 1991, Dazed & Confused is
an alternative style and culture publication
dedicated to championing radical fashion
and youth culture. Each issue defines the
current pop-culture moment through a
vanguard of next generation writers,
stylists, and image makers.

25

2 By exploring human-centric design
frameworks, independent of exclusive
institutions and industry categories, Deem
asks what design can do for communities
by creating conversations that are
transdisciplinary and intergenerational.

20

4 Delayed Gratification invests in the best
long-form, in-depth journalism in the
world, accompanied by stunning images
and photo features. Each issue is filled
with beautiful infographics, which are
used to draw out patterns from the
quarter and give new angles on stories.
100% ad free!

Declare
Independence
Categories:
Fashion; Pop
Culture

Deem
Categories:
Design; Cultures;
Political & Social
Commentary

Delayed
Gratification
The Slow
Journalism
Magazine
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Design Anthology
Interiors. Art.
Architecture. Travel.
Categories:
Design; Art; Home;
Travel

Discover

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
19
4 Design Anthology escorts its readers
through the homes of select aesthetes
world-wide, behind the scenes at the best
industry events, and keeps them up to
date with the latest products and projects
around the world. Each issue features
quality writing on art, interiors, design,
architecture, travel, and more.

6.99

8 Delivering entertaining, relevant, and
thought-provoking science content,
Discover feeds the mind and fuels the
imagination. With more than five million
readers, Discover is the leading science
magazine aimed at the general public,
covering topics ranging from global
warming and black holes to Neanderthals
and robots.

17

4 Established in 1954, and now one of
America's leading intellectual journals,
Dissent is about politics and ideas. It has
published articles by Hannah Arendt,
Norman Mailer, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn,
Ellen Willis, Richard Wright, George
Packer, and many others.

22

2 Doesn't Exist merges cinematic elements
within a fashion landscape, which is
translated into intricate fashion stories.
Each issue features interviews with
filmmakers and costume designers, plus
essays, film stills, and illustrations.

Science for the
Curious
Categories:
Science; Pop
Culture

Dissent
A Magazine of
Politics & Culture
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary
Doesn't Exist
A Magazine for
Lovers of Fashion,
Cinema, and Art
Categories:
Film; Art; Fashion

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Dogster
For the Love of Dog

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
5.99
6 Dogster is a relaunch of Dog Fancy. Each
issue features dog health and training
tips, plus lifestyle features for the websavvy pet owner.

Categories:
Animals; Lifestyle

Dot

15.99

4 From the publisher of Anorak, comes Dot,
a colorful magazine for kids aged 5 and
under. Each issue encourages kids to be
resourceful and find solutions using all the
tools they naturally have at their disposal:
imagination, creativity, and fun.

12

2 Psychedelics aren't just about the 1960s
cultural revolution—or the research
renaissance that followed it in recent
decades. They're a jumping oﬀ point for
exploring what it means to be well as
individuals and collectively. With an open
mind and a commitment to fact-checking,
DoubleBlind provides nuance to the
reporting on alternative healing modalities
and mindfulness movements.

7.99

12 From today's music to vintage artists,
Downbeat is the granddaddy of American
music magazines. Through interviews,
profiles, and album and festival reviews,
each issue covers the world of Jazz,
Blues, and beyond.

The Happy Mag for
Preschoolers
Categories:
Children

DoubleBlind
Categories:
Mental Health;
Mindfulness; Health;
Political & Social
Commentary;
Science

Downbeat
Jazz, Blues, and
Beyond
Categories:
Music

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Dr. Andrew Weil
Categories:
Health

Dr. Oz

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
19.99
1 Dr. Andrew Weil is filled with cutting edge
information to help the reader fully
understand and integrate a solid
alternative approach to their family's
health regime.

12.99

4 Each issue of Dr. Oz: The Good Life
features an upbeat, optimistic take on
such topics as health and wellness,
emotional well-being, food, beauty, news,
travel, sex, and finance, all presented
through uplifting profiles and inspiring
personal narratives.

24

2 Drift is about coﬀee and the people who
drink it, featuring baristas, street-cart
vendors, coﬀee shop owners, and
patrons. Each issue focuses on a diﬀerent
city, with interviews, and the gorgeous
full-page photos that are the magazine's
trademark.

9.99

6 Dwell focuses on a modernistic approach
to home design that oﬀers identity,
creativity, and harmony. Dwell is for the
growing number of consumers who call
for a home design that reflects their
personal taste and values — a look that is
fresh, idea driven, and sensitive to their
social and physical surroundings.

The Good Life
Categories:
Health; Lifestyle

DRIFT
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Regional

Dwell
At Home in the
Modern World
Categories:
Design; Home

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Earth First!
The Radical
Environmental
Journal
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Natural World
Earth Island Journal

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7
4 Earth First! is a forum for the “no
compromise” environmental movement.
Articles on environmental culprits, direct
actions, civil disobedience, and current
movement controversies, as well as
poetry, graphics, book reviews, and
environmental news inspire and inform
radical eco-activists.

6

4 From wildlife to environmental justice,
from toxins to labor, from government and
corporate intrigue to sustainability and
activism, Earth Island Journal is
unparalleled in its ability to illuminate
ecological dimensions of contemporary
science, politics, and culture.

4.99

12 With delicious recipes that always work,
and nutritional advice that is clear, candid
and trustworthy, Eating Well informs
readers in times of confusing, everchanging nutrition warnings. Eating Well
presents clear, uncomplicated, and
healthy recipes tested by home chefs.

12.99

6 With delicious recipes that always work,
and nutritional advice that is clear, candid
and trustworthy, Eating Well informs
readers in times of confusing, everchanging nutrition warnings. Eating Well
presents clear, uncomplicated, and
healthy recipes tested by home chefs.

News of the World
Environment
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Natural World;
Sustainability
Eating Well
Where Good Taste
Meets Good Health
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

Eating Well Special
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Ebony Special

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Cultures, AfricanAmerican

$ FQY Description
7.99
1 Ebony is the No. 1 source for an
authoritative perspective on the BlackAmerican community. Now in its 66th
year, Ebony features the best thinkers,
trendsetters, and next generation leaders
of Black-America. Occasionally a special
will be produced to highlight a particularly
important event or person.

Economist

8.99

51 Founded in 1843 to support the cause of
free trade, The Economist has remained a
radical publication of opinion, famed for
its objectivity and reverence for facts. It
oﬀers clear reporting, and analysis of
world politics, business, finance, science
and technology, books, and culture.

13.95

1 For 28 years, The Economist has
published "The World in . . ." yearly
special, featuring global trends and
predictions about the world ahead, in the
areas of technology, politics, finance,
business, and much more.

18.99

12 Electronic Sound features the best in
electronic music with an emphasis on the
artists behind the sounds over the gear
used to create them. With news, album
reviews, and regular columns, each issue
explores electronic music from the
beginning of the synthesizer revolution in
the mid-twentieth century, through the
hybrid digital/analog sounds of today.

Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Business

Economist Special
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Business;
Technology

Electronic Sound
The Electronic
Music Magazine
Categories:
Music

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Elephant
Life Through Art
Categories:
Art

Elle

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
22.99
2 Direct and multi-disciplinary, Elephant
magazine aims for more depth and
breadth than any other visual art
magazine. Each issue digs deep, inquiring
into creative trends, art movements, and
innovative techniques, through interviews,
essays, and full color reproductions of the
artworks under discussion.

5.99

12 Elle is a worldwide lifestyle magazine of
French origin that focuses on fashion,
beauty, health, and entertainment.

6.99

12 A fashion-savvy home decorating
magazine for the new generation of
design professionals and consumers who
know exactly what they want, Elle Decor
covers fashionable and inspirational
products that bring couture chic to every
room of your home.

7.99

6 Ellery Queen Mystery Magazine features
the world's most celebrated crime writers
sharing space with today's brilliant new
voices in mystery. Each issue features
suspense thrillers, who-dunits, and noir,
not to mention book reviews, and writing
tips.

Categories:
Fashion; Women

Elle Decor
Where Style Lives
Categories:
Home; Design

Ellery Queen
Mystery Magazine
Categories:
Literary

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Emergence
Magazine
Ecology, Culture,
and Spirituality
Categories:
Natural World;
Cultures; Literary;
Spirituality
Enchanted Living

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
30
1 Emergence explores the thread
connecting ecology, culture, and
spirituality. Each issue is a collection of
essays, poems, and photo essays.
Contributors include Emmanuel Vaughan
Lee, Edward Burtynsky, Camille T. Dungy,
among many others.

12.95

4 Enchanted Living celebrates all things
enchanted. Each issue features exquisite
photography, original fiction and poetry,
travel writing, artist profiles, home decor,
otherworldly beauty tips, craft tutorials,
and more.

6.99

12 Entertainment Weekly magazine features
breaking news on celebrities, TV shows,
movies, music and books, as well as
interviews, critical reviews, and current
box oﬃce grosses.

Celebrating the
Extraordinary.
Categories:
Spirituality; Lifestyle;
Natural World

Entertainment
Weekly
Categories:
Pop Culture; Film

Entertainment
Weekly Special
Categories:
Pop Culture; Film

14.99

6 Roughly 3 times a year the editors at
Entertainment Weekly produce this
special publication dedicated to a single
pop culture event. Past issues include
Jurassic Park, Star Wars, and The Walking
Dead.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Esquire
Man at His Best
Categories:
Men; Fashion;
Lifestyle; Pop
Culture

Essence

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
6 Esquire is the original and leading men's
lifestyle magazine. Esquire's awardwinning editorial covers everything a man
needs to know each month, including the
latest on style and clothes, what's new in
cars, culture and entertainment, and
advice on money matters.

9.99

6 Geared toward the African-American
woman, Essence features the best in
fashion, health, beauty, and design. It
provides stories and articles from some of
today's top writers, examines the day-today concerns of Black Americans, and
gives authors a forum to write on a variety
of topics to help today's woman.

18

4 Ethos is for and about people who
embrace new and innovative ways of
doing business. Each issue covers stories
about the most progressive business
leaders, their teams, ethos, and ideas to
give readers a unique insight into how
they're changing the way business is
done.

Fierce, Fun, and
Fabulous!
Categories:
Women; Cultures;
Fashion

Ethos
Good Stories, Good
People, Good
Business
Categories:
Business

Experience Life
Happy. Healthy. For
Real.
Categories:
Health; Fitness;
Mental Health

6.95

12 Experience Life is dedicated to
empowering people to become their
healthiest, happiest, most authentic
selves, while supporting a balanced,
deeply satisfying way of life. Each issue
covers the cutting edge of fitness,
nutrition, and wellness, and helps the
reader discover the joy of new, active
adventures.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Facility
A Magazine About
Bathrooms
Categories:
Sociology; Humor

Family Handyman

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15
1 Eating food and eliminating waste are
fundamental to the human experience.
But while there is a robust culture around
food, there's virtually none around the
toilet. Enter Facility, the first magazine to
examine (architecturally, conversationally,
politically, artistically) the bathroom.

4.99

8 Since 1951, The Family Handyman has
been a leading resource in the home
improvement field. It delivers timely and
useful editorials aimed at readers with a
wide range of do-it-yourself abilities. The
Family Handyman is a workhorse of a
magazine that saves readers money, time,
and trouble.

20

2 Fantastic Man is a semi-annual men's
style magazine which presents men's
fashion through detailed interviews with
male celebrities and intellectuals from
many backgrounds, conducted in the arch
and ironic editorial voice for which the
magazine is famous.

#1 in DIY Home
Improvement
Categories:
Home; Men

Fantastic Man
Categories:
Men; Fashion

Fast Company
Categories:
Business

8.99

8 Helping a new breed of leaders work
smarter and more eﬀectively, Fast
Company sets the agenda, charting the
evolution of business through a unique
focus on the most creative individuals
sparking change in the marketplace.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Fifth Estate
Radical Publishing
since 1965
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Fifty Grande

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
4
3 The Fifth Estate, founded in 1965, is an
anarchist, anti-capitalist, anti-authoritarian
project published cooperatively by a
volunteer collective of friends and
comrades. Each issue features nondogmatic, action-oriented writing, fiction,
and poetry.

14

A Diﬀerent Kind of
Travel Magazine
Categories:
Travel; Food &
Beverage; Music

Film Comment

2 At the intersection of travel, music, and
food, Fifty Grande inspires people to take
advantage of all the incredible places,
flavors, and sounds across the USA. Each
issue features travel stories, regional tips
and tricks, and loads of illustrations and
photographs. Eat well, travel well, listen
and play.

6.95

6 Film Comment is an arts and culture
magazine and the oﬃcial publication of
the Film Society of Lincoln Center. Each
issue features reviews and analysis of
mainstream, art-house, and avant-garde
filmmaking from around the world.

5.95

4 Filmmaker celebrates and nurtures
independent film and media, providing
interviews with directors, sound
designers, cinematographers, and writers
with an emphasis on gear specifications,
techniques, and craft. A publication of
The Gotham.

Published by the
Film Society of
Lincoln Center
Categories:
Film

Filmmaker
The Magazine of
Independent Film
Categories:
Film; Media

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Fine Gardening
Categories:
Gardening

Fine Homebuilding

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
2 Serious gardeners turn to Fine Gardening
for reliable information on landscape and
garden design, pest and disease control,
garden structures, and lawn care.
Stunning photos and detailed illustrations
augment the informative text contributed
by experienced and professional
gardeners.

12.99

4 Fine Homebuilding is written by and for
homebuilders and homeowners who want
information about new construction and
basic remodeling methods. Each issue
looks at building durable, energy-smart
houses and the materials needed to do
the job well.

12.99

4 Since 1975, Fine Woodworking has been
a vehicle for experienced woodworkers to
share information about woodworking
techniques, tools, technologies, and
hands-on shoptalk. Furniture making is at
the heart of the magazine, enhanced by
articles on such topics as joinery, turning,
carving, finishing, and design.

18.99

2 Inspired by island dwellers who live with
intention, close to the earth, Folklife
honors art and agriculture, business and
creativity, food and farming, dwellings and
nature, all with the goal of slowing the folk
down! Each issue explores a singular
theme through interviews, stories,
photography, recipes, artwork, and more.

Categories:
Home; Crafts &
Textiles

Fine Woodworking
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Home

Folklife
Slow the Folk Down
Categories:
Sustainability;
Lifestyle; Regional

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Food & Wine
Categories:
Food & Beverage

Food & Wine
Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99 12 Food and Wine is for those who believe
living begins at 7pm. Created for both the
connoisseur and the enthusiast, it
explores food, wine, entertaining, kitchen
design, cooking appliances, and tabletop
settings. Food and Wine is devoted to
life’s simple pleasures — home, family,
great food, entertaining, and travel.

12.99

2 Food and Wine is for those who believe
living begins at 7pm. Created for both the
connoisseur and the enthusiast, it
explores food, wine, entertaining, kitchen
design, cooking appliances, and tabletop
settings. These specials cover food and
wine for holidays and special occasions.

6.99

12 Covering creativity in the kitchen like no
one else, Food Network brings passion,
fun and personalities around foods to the
table. It oﬀers unprecedented access to
many of America's favorite TV chefs, and
reflects the fun, playful sensibility of the
Food Network.

13.99

6 Covering creativity in the kitchen like no
one else, Food Network brings passion,
fun and personalities around foosd to the
table. The specials oﬀer focused
anthologies on specific food trends and
regions.

Categories:
Food & Beverage

Food Network
Cook Like a Star
Categories:
Food & Beverage

Food Network
Special
Categories:
Food & Beverage

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Food&
Unusual Encounters
With Food
Categories:
Food & Beverage

For:

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
2 Each themed issue of Food& juxtaposes
the world of food with an unexpected
topic, challenging the reader to expand
the conversation on food and the culinary
industry. Past topics have ranged from the
bizarre to the mundane, including Food&
Bathrooms, Food& Aliens, Food& Gravity,
and many more.

20

Global Stories of
People who Improve
the World for Others
Categories:
Sustainability;
Political & Social
Commentary;
Sociology
Forbes

9.99

Categories:
Business

Foreign Aﬀairs
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

15

1 Each issue of For: examines a diﬀerent
topic facing humanity, and features
interviews with individuals who are
working toward solutions to the very
questions posed by the chosen topic. The
magazine aims to inspire readers to take
action on their own to benefit their
communities.

6 Forbes maintains a unique voice in its
coverage of global business stories,
whether it’s reporting on the “next
facebook” or scrutinizing a new tax law.
With rigorous, to–the–point business
analysis, Forbes publishes especially for
those who don’t want to read piles of
business facts but need to know what to
make of them.
6 Since 1922, the Council on Foreign
Relations has published Foreign Aﬀairs,
one of America’s most influential
publications on international aﬀairs and
foreign policy. It is the forum of choice for
ideas, analysis, and debate, on the
world’s most significant issues. Inevitably,
articles published in Foreign Aﬀairs shape
the political dialogue for years to come.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Forks Over Knives
Magazine
Whole Food, Plant
Based Lifestyle
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health; Lifestyle
Forks Over Knives
Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.99
4 Dedicated to a plant-based lifestyle, Forks
Over Knives is filled with over a hundred
pages of expert tips, practical advice,
beautiful photos, and illustrations. Each
issue features inspired culinary success
stories and dozens of satisfying recipes
that put the pleasure in plant-based
eating.

12.99

Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health; Lifestyle

Four Four Two

11.99

The World's No. 1
Football Magazine
Categories:
Sports & Games

Four Four Two
Special
Categories:
Sports & Games

17.99

2 Forks Over Knives, dedicated to a plantbased lifestyle, is filled with 100 pages of
expert tips, practical advice, beautiful
photos, and illustrations. Each issue
features inspiring cooking success
stories, and dozens of satisfying recipes
that put the pleasure in plant-based
eating. Periodically, there are specials that
run concurrently with the quarterly.
12 Four Four Two magazine is perhaps
football's (aka soccer) most in-depth
periodical. Each issue features first-hand
interviews with your favorite club players,
coaches and owners, articles on all
aspects of the game, and all of the
breaking news that aﬀects the world's
favorite sport.

2 Four Four Two is perhaps football's (aka
soccer) most in-depth periodical. Each
issue features first-hand interviews with
your favorite club players, coaches and
owners. On occasion there will be a
special to highlight an event like the World
Cup, or highlight a specific region.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Frame
The Next Space
Categories:
Design; Home

Frankie

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
29.99
6 A leading interior design publication since
its launch in 1997, Frame has remained
faithful to its mission: putting interior
architecture on the map as a creative
profession that is as equally important as
design and architecture. Frame, printed in
English and Korean, is sold in 77
countries.

18.99

Design, Art,
Photography,
Fashion, Travel,
Music, Craft, Home
Categories:
Art; Design; Fashion
Frederic

16

3 From the former editrix of Veranda,
Domino, Elle Decor, and House Beautiful
comes Frederic, a sophisticated but not
snobby interior design magazine.
Although there is plenty here to read,
photography takes the center stage, as
each oversized page is filled to the brim
with luxurious images shot by renowned
photographers from across the globe.

12.95

4 With each quarterly, coﬀee-table style
issue, Seattle-based Fretboard Journal
celebrates the world’s most critically
acclaimed musicians, taste makers, and
high-end instrument builders. Insightful,
in-depth interviews with performers and
exclusive world-class photography of
instruments old and new make this the
Surfer’s Journal for music lovers.

The Ultimate Design
and Style Filter
Categories:
Home; Design

Fretboard Journal
Players. Builders.
Stories.
Categories:
Music

6 Frankie magazine is a bi-monthly based in
Australia featuring design, art, fashion,
music, and real life stories. Each
handsomely produced issue features
opinionated, quirky, creative, and
sometimes slightly uncouth short-form
interviews with artists, musician,
designers, craftmakers, and writers.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Frieze
Contemporary Art
and Culture
Categories:
Art; Cultures

Fron//Tera

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15
8 Frieze is devoted to keeping readers up to
date with the latest art and culture. Each
issue of this British publication contains
honest reviews and articles by today's
radical writers, curators, and artists, on
subjects ranging from sculpture to music,
from painting to performance art, and
more.

12

Categories:
Literary

Funny Times

2.99

We're Living in...
Categories:
Humor; Media;
Political & Social
Commentary

Galerie
Live Artfully
Categories:
Design; Home

12.95

1 Fron//tera is an English-Spanish bilingual
literary journal dedicated to finding good
literature and art in both languages. Like
Madrid and Portland, the cities it calls
home, each thematic issue is conceived
as an assembly of cultures and ideas
emphasizing overlapping diversity in
identities, sometimes resulting in benefits
or conflict.
12 We're Living in Funny Times is the
hilarious newspaper featuring the best
cartoons and humor pieces—selected
from the national print media on politics
and culture. Dave Barry and Molly Ivins
are among the regular columnists. Past
and present contributors include Lynda
Barry, Nicole Hollander, and Matt
Groening.
4 Galerie magazine is a quarterly
publication that engages readers who
have a passion for art and design. Each
issue delivers the finest in art, interiors,
and architecture, plus profiles of the
compelling creative talents and
fascinating destinations that inspire them.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Garage
Art. Fashion. Ideas.
Categories:
Fashion; Art

Gay and Lesbian
Review

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
22.99
2 Founded by Dasha Zhukova in 2011,
Garage (the name comes from Zhukova's
Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in
Moscow) is dedicated to contemporary
art and fashion. Each issue features
contemporary artists, designers,
musicians, architects, and celebrities.

5.95

Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Literary

Gentlewoman

17.99

Categories:
Women; Fashion

Girls Like Us
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Girls;
Women

15

6 Gay & Lesbian Review is a bimonthly,
nationally distributed magazine of history,
culture, and politics for LGBTQ people
and their allies who are interested in the
gamut of social, scientific, and cultural
issues raised by same-sex sexuality. Each
issue is organized around a theme, and
features essays, reviews, and poetry
pertaining to that theme.
2 The Gentlewoman celebrates modern
women of style and purpose. Each issue
oﬀers a fresh and intelligent perspective
on fashion that's focused on the way
women actually look, think, and dress,
and features profiles of women artists,
musicians, activists and icons.

1 Through personal stories, essays, and
vanguard visuals, Girls Like Us unfolds
feminist legacies. Each issue turns the
spotlight on an international community of
women of all genders within arts, culture,
and activism, with the goal of mapping
collaborative routes toward a nonpatriarchy.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Gossamer
High Quality - For
People who also
Smoke Weed

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
2 Culturally aware and intellectually curious,
Gossamer looks at travel, design, art, and
food through a green lens and is aimed at
the ever-growing millions of discerning
cannabis consumers who seek out quality
in everything they do, buy, and consume.

Categories:
Cannabis; Art;
Design; Humor
Gourmand

18

A Food and Culture
Journal

2 The Gourmand is an award winning food
and culture journal. Each issue features
120 pages of specially commissioned
words, images, and ideas with the humble
and universal subject of food.

Categories:
Food & Beverage

GQ

7.99

Look Sharp. Live
Smart.

12 With style advice and tips, entertainment
and culture news, celebrity interviews,
gadget and car reviews, and much more,
GQ (Gentleman's Quarterly) is the
definitive men's magazine.

Categories:
Men; Fashion

Granta
The Magazine of
New Writing
Categories:
Literary

19.99

4 Along with new fiction, each issue of
Granta features provocative photo essays
as well as reportage and travel stories
from around the world. Regular
contributors such as John Updike, A.M.
Holmes, and Paul Theroux appear
alongside new talents. Granta is one of
the most widely read literary quarterlies in
the U.S.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Gray

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Design; Home;
Regional

$ FQY Description
12
6 Gray is for, and about, design
connoisseurs who have a specific interest
in the Pacific Northwest as a creative
region. Through a uniquely Northwestern
perspective, Gray spotlights the very best
in architecture, landscape, interior design,
industrial design, decor, and entertaining
throughout Washington, Oregon, and
British Columbia.

Great Discontent

25

Architecture,
Interiors, Design,
Culture

Categories:
Art; Popular Culture

GreenCraft

14.99

Creating Today,
Preserving
Tomorrow
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Sustainability
Gross
Categories:
Art; Cultures; Music

35

1 The Great Discontent is a quarterly
magazine featuring candid interviews with
those who create. Focusing on
beginnings, creativity, and risk, TGD
provides a memorable look into the lives
of its subjects via long-form interviews
and short features collected into a
wonderfully designed print publication.
2 GreenCraft is here to honor and inspire
those who find artistic applications for
normally discarded resources. Each issue
provides ideas for turning trash into
treasure by showcasing projects where
waste is transformed into ecologically
chic creations.

2 Each issue of Grøss features a tightly
curated group of contemporary artists,
designers, and musicians, sets them
loose on what they do best, and
documents the results. As interactive as
any print magazine can be, Grøss features
removable art stickers from each issues'
contributors.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Grow
The Hemp and
Cannabis
Horticulture
Magazine

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
6 Each issue of Grow features horticulture
experts, scientists, writers,
photographers, and industry professionals
sharing a wealth of cannabis cultivation
wisdom and inspiration.

Categories:
Cannabis;
Gardening
Growers & Co.

16

2 Founded by Jean-Martin Fortier, awardwinning author of The Market Gardener,
Growers & Co. is dedicated to the
pioneers who bravely fought to keep
organics alive and to the growers who are
driving the movement further.

20

4 Hamam is a bathing-obsessed print
publication. Each issue explores the art
and culture of bathing, through essays,
artist projects, photography, and
interviews with unconventional spirits all
over the world.

Celebrating the
Movement of SmallScale Agriculture
Categories:
Gardening; Lifestyle;
Sustainability
Hamam
The Magazine of
Letting Go
Categories:
Lifestyle

Happy Reader
A Bookish Magazine
for Avid Readers
Categories:
Literary; Humor

5

2 For anyone who wishes to stay inspired,
informed, and entertained, The Happy
Reader is a unique design object,
featuring beautiful typography, which
celebrates the pure pleasure of reading
and the calming luxury of being oﬄine.
Each issue is split into two halves: the first
is an in depth interview with a book
fanatic; the second gets under the skin of
one classic work of literature.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Harper's
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary

Harper's Bazaar

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99 12 Harper’s is a window to the world in a
format that oﬀers arresting facts and
intelligent opinions on current issues.
Using original journalistic forms, like the
world-famous Harper’s Index, Harper’s
informs readers on political, literary,
cultural, and scientific aﬀairs.

6.99

Categories:
Fashion; Women

Harvard Business
Rev. Special

19.95

4 Harvard Business Review Special makes
it fast and easy to put HBR's ideas to
work. Each article is handpicked by
HBR's editors to bring readers the most
relevant ideas and investment strategies,
all tailor-made for the current economic
landscape.

19.95

6 Since 1922, Harvard Business Review has
served as an unrivaled source of
information and means for communication
within the business world. This researchbased magazine keeps you up-to-date on
the latest trends, people and practices
that are defining the corporate realm,
through insight from seasoned writers
from diverse sectors of business.

Categories:
Business

Harvard Business
Review
Categories:
Business

12 Sophisticated, elegant and provocative,
Harper's Bazaar is the fashion resource
for women who are the first to buy the
best, from casual to couture.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Hearst Bookazine

Heavy Metal
The World's
Greatest Illustrated
Magazine
Categories:
Art; Pop Culture

Hella Pinay

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
13.99
2 Hearst Publishers periodically put out
special magazines branded to one of their
publications such as Veranda, House
Beautiful or Oprah.
13.99 12 Heavy Metal explores fantastic and
surrealistic worlds, alternate realities,
science fiction, and thrillers, set in the
past, present, and future. Writers and
illustrators from around the world
(including Moebius, Pepe Moreno, and
Berni Wrightson) take you to places you
never dreamed existed.

30

2 Hella Pinay was created as a platform for
the Filipinx community to tell their own
diverse, complex stories; a space to cover
emerging creative culture, including
fashion, music, and art, and explore the
many intersections of diasporic identity.

5.99

12 Hemmings Motor News is the world's
largest antique, classic, vintage, muscle,
street rod and special interest auto
marketplace in print, and has been
considered "the bible" of the collector car
hobby since it began publishing in 1954.
Each issue features thousands of listings
for cars, parts, and services, plus feature
articles, car show coverage, and value
analysis data.

Fierce. Fearless.
Filipinx.
Categories:
Cultures; Fashion;
LGBTQIA+

Hemmings Motor
News
Categories:
Technology;
Business

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Herb Quarterly
Categories:
Gardening; Food &
Beverage

HerbalGram

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
4 Herb Quarterly oﬀers useful, accurate,
and entertaining information on the
medicinal uses of herbs, herb gardening,
herbal folklore, and herbal cuisine. Elegant
art accompanies in-depth discussions of
individual herbs, presenting their uses,
their culture, and a historical perspective.

6.95

4 The American Botanical Council and the
Herb Research Foundation have
combined their talents to produce
HerbalGram, which covers recent
research, regulatory developments, media
coverage, conferences, and book reviews.
HerbalGram strives to maintain an
independent and scientific editorial
position.

6.99

12 HGTV is a refreshing home lifestyle
magazine that gives readers inspiring,
real-life solutions to their daily homeowner
dilemmas. Aﬃliated with the popular
Home & Garden Television cable channel,
each issue oﬀers insider access to
HGTV's roster of talented design experts,
and draws inspiration from its most
popular shows.

10.95

4 Each beautifully designed, full color issue
of Hi-Fructose is printed on high quality
paper and delivers a diverse cross section
of the most influential, genre-bending, and
defining artists of our time, as well as
breaking news on new, amazing talents.

The Journal of the
American Botanical
Council
Categories:
Gardening; Science

HGTV
Categories:
Home

Hi Fructose
The New
Contemporary Art
Magazine
Categories:
Art

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
High Country News
Know the West
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Regional; Sociology;
Sustainability
High Times

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
5 12 High Country News is an independent,
reader-supported nonprofit 501 (c)3 media
organization that covers the important
issues and stories that define the Western
United States. Their mission is to inform
and inspire people to act on behalf of the
West's diverse natural and human
communities.

6.99

Categories:
Cannabis; Political &
Social Commentary

Highlights for
Children

5.99

6 Highlights for Children's motto has always
been "Fun with a Purpose", and on every
page young readers get just that. Each
issue introduces kids to new topics to
explore, through stories, games, puzzles,
riddles, science experiments, craft
projects, and activities that are as
entertaining as they are educational.

5.99

6 Highlights High Five is an exciting,
colorful, fun-filled magazine developed by
the early childhood experts at Highlights
to encourage and inspire tender hearts
and curious young minds. Each issue has
stories, puzzles, and activities that are
expertly designed to nurture a preschooler
or kindergartner's development.

Fun with a Purpose
Categories:
Children

Highlights High Five
Celebrating Early
Childhood
Categories:
Children

12 For over 25 years, High Times has been
recognized worldwide as the most
important voice in the movement to
legalize marijuana. Its groundbreaking
journalism continues to question
government policies that restrict freedom
of speech and expression, as well as
personal freedoms.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Hobby Farms
Chickens
Categories:
Animals;
Sustainability

Holiday

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
5.99
6 The publishers of Hobby Farms and
Urban Farms bring you Hobby Farms
Chickens! The popularity of chickens is on
the rise as a new generation of people,
whether on farms or in city backyards,
want to reclaim their attachment to nature
and become more sustainable. Hobby
Farms Chickens is for those who want to
enjoy farm-fresh eggs and naturally
flavored meat.
35.99

2 A mixed magazine, blending fashion and
reporting, Holiday remains demanding
regarding both pictures and stories.
Renowned photographers mix with
emerging talents with strong imagery.
Main stories are written by top journalists.
Holiday is a magazine written in English,
but its heart is French.Holiday is
conceived, designed, and produced in
Paris.

17.95

4 Bringing true tales from around the world
into the imaginations of children, Honest
History is a place for kids to explore the
past as well as people just like them who
have shaped our world.

6.99

6 House Beautiful is an interior decorating
magazine that focuses on decorating and
the domestic arts. First published in 1896,
it is the oldest still-published magazine in
what is known by publishers as the
"shelter" magazine genre.

Categories:
Fashion

Honest History
The Adventure
Magazine for Young
Historians
Categories:
Children; Sociology

House Beautiful
Live in It and Love It
Categories:
Home

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Hunger
Categories:
Photography; Art;
Fashion

I-D

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.99
2 From photographer and publisher, Rankin,
Hunger aims to spotlight both
experienced and emerging talents in the
arts, fashion, music, and writing. Each
issue seeks out cultural progression and
artistic distinction through the imaginative
photography for which Rankin is known.

14.99

4 I-D has built its reputation on being a
consistent source of inspiration in fashion
culture. It began as a fanzine dedicated to
the street style of punk-era London in
1980, and abiding by the premise of
'originate - don't imitate.' Each issue
features interviews and photo-spreads
with today's influential musicians, actors,
and models.

20.5

2 Icarus Complex takes an in-depth look at
the issues surrounding climate change.
Featuring stunning photography, each
issue lays out the global challenges and
examines potential weapons of actions
from an economic, political, legal, and
grassroots perspective.

14

6 Idler magazine was founded in England in
the 90's by Tom Hodgkinson. As its name
implies, it encourages readers to slow
down and buck recent "fast trends". Each
issue features long-form essays, articles,
and interviews.

Categories:
Fashion

Icarus Complex
An In-Depth Look at
the Issues
Surrounding Climate
Change
Categories:
Sustainability
Idler
The Art of Living
Categories:
Literary; Humor;
Lifestyle; Mental
Health

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Illustoria
For Creative Kids &
Their Grownups
Categories:
Children; Art

Imbibe

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
16
3 Celebrating visual storytelling, makers,
and DIY culture, Illustoria is for creative
kids and their grownups. Each issue
features stories, art, comics, interviews,
book reviews, a music playlist, artsy
activities, and recipes.

5.95

6 Imbibe is a magazine of liquid culture.
Based in Portland, Imbibe represents a
diﬀerent way of looking at drinks—as a
culinary class all their own, deserving indepth exploration of history, origin,
ingredients, preparation, artistry, and
consumption. Imbibe serves as the
definitive and indispensable guide to all
that’s fit to drink.

16.99

1 In Her Garden invites readers to explore
the inspiring outdoor spaces of women
who share a passion for making things
grow. Each issue features original DIY
projects for the garden, home decor and
landscaping tips, and examples of idyllic
outdoor sanctuaries made by and for
women.

15.99

4 In Her Studio takes readers on a tour
through the creative spaces and lives of
female artists, designers, and makers.
Each issue spotlights both traditional and
non-traditional artists (full-time
professionals and those who create purely
for pleasure alike) sharing the thought
process behind developing their studios.

Liquid Culture
Categories:
Food & Beverage

In Her Garden
Inspiration for
Making Things Grow
Categories:
Gardening; Women

In Her Studio
Categories:
Art; Crafts &
Textiles; Women

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
In Style
Categories:
Fashion; Pop
Culture

In These Times

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
5.99 12 In Style magazine oﬀers articles about
beauty, fashion, home, entertaining,
charitable endeavors, and celebrity
lifestyles.

4.95

12 In These Times is a news magazine
committed to political and economic
democracy and opposed to the tyranny of
marketplace values over human values.
Each issue analyzes movements for
social, economic, and environmental
change, and provides an accessible forum
for debate about the policies that shape
our future.

12.95

4 Interior Design is the most sought after
showcase for designers and architects,
and the most rigorous and respected
record of design as practiced. Each issue
features gorgeous photography; the best
product coverage from products around
the globe; news on industry events and
designers; and much more!

13.99

6 Interview was founded by Artist Andy
Warhol and British journalist John Wilcock
in 1969. Each issue features interviews
with celebrities, artists, musicians, and
creative thinkers.

With Liberty and
Justice for All
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Interior Design
Special
Categories:
Design; Home

Interview
The Crystal Ball of
Pop
Categories:
Popular Culture; Art

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Interweave Knits

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

$ FQY Description
8.99
4 Interweave Knits knows knitters want
instruction on knitting basics, tips for
advanced knitters, and patterns and color
charts which can be adapted to any
project. Interweave Knits includes
interviews with knitters all over the world,
book reviews, and the knitting tips that
knitters need.

Interweave Special

9.99

1 Interweave Knits knows that knitters want
instruction on knitting basics, tips for
advanced knitters, and patterns and color
charts which can be adapted to any
project. It also includes interviews with
knitters all over the world, book reviews,
and information on knitters on the
Internet.

18

2 From artisanal craftsmanship to modern
digital design and the serial entrepreneur,
It's A Passion Thing oﬀers a
contemporary perspective on making
things become reality, focusing on the
identity, personality, and individuality of
those makers.

12

2 Each article in It’s Freezing in LA! looks at
the climate crisis from a diﬀerent angle,
asking writers, economists, playwrights,
scientists, and everybody in between how
environmental issues aﬀect their worlds –
breaking humanity’s most complex
problem into more manageable questions.

Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

It's A Passion Thing
A Journal about
Creating a Style with
Passion
Categories:
Lifestyle; Art;
Business; Design
It's Freezing in LA!
An Independent
Magazine About
Climate Change
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Natural World

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Jacobin
Reason in Revolt
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary

Joon

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.95
4 Jacobin is a leading voice of the American
left, oﬀering socialist perspectives on
politics, economics, and culture. Each
issue brings penetrating, lively
discussions and analyses of matters of
real significance, all from a thoughtful left
perspective that is refreshing, and all too
rare.

25

2 In Farsi, the word Joon translates to Life
and is most often used as a term of
endearment. It carries a positive
connotation of closeness and aﬀection.
Tucked between the covers of Joon,
readers will find compelling stories,
insightful interviews, and inspiring works
of art by a diverse group of humans based
in Portland and beyond.

30

2 Jungle Journal provides a space where
readers can travel to diﬀerent parts of the
world without having to leave their
doorstep. Each issue features interviews,
stories, photographs, and recipes.

9.99

4 Juxtapoz is not satisfied with simply
hammering at the art establishment. Their
goal is to bridge the gap between art and
culture, showcasing the skills of today’s
most interesting and influential artists.
Juxtapoz brings together the lurid edges
of consciousness, avant consumerism,
and the international art community.

Categories:
Media; Design;
Regional

Jungle Journal
Collecting Stories &
Conversations
Around the World
Categories:
Travel; Cultures

Juxtapoz
Art and Culture
Categories:
Art; Pop Culture

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
Kazoo

$ FQY Description
11.25
4 Kazoo is a new kind of quarterly print
magazine for girls, ages 5 to 10—one that
A Magazine for Girls
inspires them to be strong, smart, fierce,
who aren't Afraid to
and above all, true to themselves. Each
Make Some Noise
issue features stories and interviews
about and with female artists, scientists,
Categories:
businesswomen, entertainers, and
Children; Girls
activists.

Kinfolk

18

4 Kinfolk presents an unconventionally
simple approach to the art of entertaining,
exploring ways for readers to simplify their
lives, cultivate community, and spend
more time with their friends and family.

9.99

3 Published in Portland, Oregon, Kitchen
Table is the magazine that tells engaging
stories, shares scrumptious artwork, and
explores ideas that matter about the food,
places, and people who inspire us to lead
beautiful lives in tune with the earth,
ourselves, and each other.

12.95

4 Kitchen Toke is the first nationally
distributed food magazine focused on
exploring and understanding cannabis for
recreational and medicinal use. Kitchen
Toke is the definitive source for cooking
with cannabis.

Categories:
Lifestyle; Art;
Sociology

Kitchen Table
Stories, Art, and
Ideas about Food &
Place
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Lifestyle; Zine
Kitchen Toke
Cooking with
Cannabis
Categories:
Cannabis; Food &
Beverage

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Knot
The Ultimate
Wedding Lookbook
Categories:
Women; Fashion;
Lifestyle

Konfekt

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 The Knot is filled with all the information
to-be-weds need to shop for their
weddings. Its revolutionary format
combats traditional bridal magazine
clutter with organized directories to help
couples find the things they seek the
most, from wedding gowns to
honeymoons, as well as ideas and
products for the home.
20

4 With good humour, an exacting eye, and a
brave spirit, Konfekt celebrates a chic,
understated glamour, seeks out lesserknown stories, and opens closed doors.
Each issue is edited between Zürich and
London, and printed in Germany. From
the creators of Monocle.

5.99

6 Published in 30 diﬀerent nations, L'Oﬃciel
has been called the bible of fashion since
its inception in 1921. Each issue of the US
edition features 250+ pages of
photography, seasonal previews, features
on prominent designers and retailers, and
much more from beauty tips to the cutting
edges of fashion.

29.99

4 Mixing high and low, the aristocrat with
the business, Lampoon is for men and
women. Each issue is as self-ironical as it
is self-confident, featuring photography,
interviews, criticism, fashion histories, and
essays.

The Magazine for
Sharp Dressing,
Drinking, Dining,
Travel & Design
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Design; Fashion;
Travel
L'Oﬃciel
Categories:
Fashion

Lampoon
Categories:
Fashion; Humor

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Lapham's Quarterly
A Magazine of
History, and Ideas
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary
Leopard, the

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
4 Lapham's Quarterly seizes upon the most
urgent question in the headlines - foreign
war, financial panic, separation of church
and state - providing an in-depth look at
proven solutions. Published by Lewis H.
Lapham, the legendary editor emeritus of
Harper's, Lapham's Quarterly gives
readers a clear look at where we've been,
where we're going and what we should be
doing.
34.99

1 The Leopard looks like a magazine, but
feels more like a collaborative art project
than a fashion glossy. Each limited
edition, ad-free issue examines the queer
discussion across generations through
fierce photography and text. All profits are
donated to the World Land Trust to help
protect the leopards.

14.99

12 While Life magazine was once an
American institution, it no longer produces
a regular magazine, but it does still
highlight important world figures on a
periodical basis.

5.95

4 Published since 1976, Lilith charts Jewish
women's lives with exuberance, rigor,
aﬀection, subversion, and style. Each
issue aims to amplify women's voices,
creating a woman-positive Judaism,
spurring gender consciousness in the
Jewish world, and empowering Jewish
women and girls to envision and enact
change in their own lives and their
communities.

Categories:
LGBTQIA+

Life Special
Categories:
Pop Culture

Lilith
Independent,
Jewish, and Frankly
Feminist
Categories:
Women; Girls;
Religion; Sociology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Lindsay
Celebrating the
importance of
culture and place
Categories:
Cultures; Art;
Literary
Lion's Roar

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
18
2 Lindsay celebrates the importance of
diﬀerent cultures and places around the
world. Founded and edited by Melbournebased photographer and designer Beth
Wilkinson, each issue features brilliant
and curious writers, photographers, and
artists from around the globe.

7.99

6 Lion’s Roar is recognized as the leading
voice of Buddhism in North American
society, and celebrated for its wide range
of outstanding Buddhist teachings, the
high quality of its writing, and the beauty
of its art and design. Lion's Roar
celebrates the spirit of wakefulness,
attracting leading thinkers like the Dalai
Lama, Alice Walker, and Thich Nhat Hanh.

12.99

4 Lion’s Roar is recognized as the leading
voice of Buddhism in North American
society and celebrated for its wide range
of outstanding Buddhist teachings. Lion's
Roar publishes occasional specials
focused on Buddhist heroes and
practices such as the Dalai Lama, Pema
Chodron, meditation, and more.

24

1 Little U is an occasional magazine for the
young at heart. With childlike wonder, but
not a juvenile attitude, Little U explores
making, designing, illustrating, and living
creatively with children. Highlighting
children's books, surface pattern design,
clothing, and product design for young
folk, the intention of Little U is to inspire
and inform professional creatives and
families alike.

Buddhism.
Meditation. Life.
Categories:
Religion; Spirituality

Lion's Roar Special
Categories:
Religion; Spirituality

Little U/Uppercase
Special
Creativity for the
Young at Heart
Categories:
Children; Design

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Little White Lies
Truth & Movies
Categories:
Film; Pop Culture

Livingetc

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
16.99
6 Little White Lies is a bold, innovative,
independent film magazine that features
cutting edge writing, illustration, and
photography. Each issue ventures beyond
the boundaries of the big screen to
explore the inextricable worlds of pop
culture, music, art, and politics in which
cinema exists.

9.99

The UK's Biggest
Selling Modern
Homes Magazine
Categories:
Home

Loam

20

Beauty & Being
Categories:
Natural World; Art

Locus
The Magazine of the
Science Fiction &
Fantasy Field
Categories:
Literary

8.99

12 Packed with stunning photographs of
contemporary living spaces, Livingetc is
the UK’s biggest selling modern homes
magazine. Each issue provides
homeowners with a comprehensive
resource of ideas, inspiration, and
information featuring expert style
direction, clever decorating tips, and the
latest shopping advice!
1 Celebrating creative projects & passionate
people making waves in the
environmental movement, Loam's focus is
environmental arts. Each issue features
photography, essays, artworks, and
interviews, all concerning the physical and
mental aspects of conservation.

12 Locus magazine has been covering the
science fiction and fantasy field since
1968. Each issue publishes news of the
science fiction, fantasy, horror, and
young-adult publishing field, with
extensive reviews, author interviews, and
listings of new books, short fiction, and
magazines.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Lodestars Anthology
Categories:
Travel

Logic

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
25.5
2 Published in the UK, Lodestars Anthology
is an independent magazine-meetsjournal for curious travelers who long to
see the world and meet interesting
characters along the way. Focusing on
one country per issue, each edition is a
scrapbook of place, dedicated to
uncovering the unique heart of each
location.
15

A Magazine About
Technology
Categories:
Technology; Media;
Political & Social
Commentary
London Review of
Books

6.95

24 The London Review of books is Europe's
leading magazine of books and ideas.
Published twice a month, it provides a
space for some of the world's best writers
to explore a wide variety of subjects in
exhilarating detail - from culture and
politics to science and technology, via
history and philosophy.

12

4 Los Angeles Review of Books was
created as a response to the
disappearance of the traditional
newspaper book review supplement, and,
with it, the art of lively, intelligent longform writing on recent publications in
every genre, ranging from fiction to
politics. Each issue seeks to revive and
reinvent the book review and is
committed to covering and representing
today’s diverse literary and cultural
landscape.

Behind
Extraordinary Ideas,
there are
Extraordinary
People
Categories:
Literary
Los Angeles Review
of Books

3 100% ad free, Logic is devoted to
deepening the discourse around
technology. Each issue is unified by a
central theme, and features essays and
interviews with technology professionals
and skeptics.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Lowbrow Reader
The Lowbrow
Reader of Lowbrow
Comedy
Categories:
Humor; Literary

Lucia

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
4
1 A humor magazine obsessed with humor
—its history, favorite tropes, and hallowed
practitioners, The Lowbrow Reader
contains long articles and funny
illustrations. Past and present contributors
include David Berman, Drew Friedman,
Gilbert Godfried, Lee Hazelwood,
Jonathan Richman, Patton Oswalt, Amy
Heckerling, and Rick Moranis.
24

1 Published in Seattle, Lucia's mission is to
inspire and enlighten the world by giving
voice to the heart and celebrating true
beauty. Each issue oﬀers fresh
perspectives and beautiful photography
from artists, travelers, thinkers, and
writers who are meeting life with
thoughtfulness and light.

15.95

4 Colorful, thoughtful, and full-of-cheek,
Lunch Lady proposes a philosophy where
parenting is not taken too seriously, but a
balanced approach to family life is. Each
issue features recipes, family stories,
photography, art, and relatable opinion
pieces about the ups and downs of
raising children.

15

3 Lux is short for Rosa Luxemburg, one of
the most creative minds to remake
Socialist tradition. Each issue playfully
turns the traditional women's magazine
upside down, while advocating for a world
in which there is abundance for all.

Categories:
Literary;
Photography;
Sociology

Lunch Lady
Food + Family
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Parenting

Lux
We Want It All
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary; Girls;
Sociology; Women

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Luxe
Interiors+Design
PNW
Categories:
Design; Home

Mad Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.95
6 Luxe Interiors + Design is the
uncompromised source for those with a
passion for creating beautiful
surroundings and living well. It is the
influential go-to guide that leads readers
to discover and acquire local and national
resources for design, decorating,
architecture, and renovation. Formerly
called Seattle Homes + Lifestyles.
12.99

Categories:
Humor; Political &
Social Commentary

Maggot Brain

12

Categories:
Music

Magnolia Journal
Inspiration for Life
and Home
Categories:
Home; Lifestyle

7.99

2 MAD Magazine lives on, once a year, as
Alfred E. Newman and co. lampoon
Christmas with the annual Stocking
Stuﬀer. Occasionally, the MAD folks at
MAD will release another special if they
are so compelled. Perhaps if American
politics falls apart or Star Wars releases
too many movies at once.

4 Backed by Jack White's Third Man
Records and under the editorial eye of
'zine wizard Mike McGonigal, Maggot
Brain features interviews with musicians,
writers, and artists, articles on scenes
past and present, comics, and more.
Based in Detroit.

4 Magnolia Journal is a lifestyle magazine
from Chip and Joanna Gaines, owners of
the Magnolia brand, and hosts of the
television show "Fixer Upper". Each issue
contains creative ideas for entertaining,
food preparation, outdoor living,
gardening, and all things home.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
Make

$ FQY Description
14.99
4 As the leading voice of the 'Maker'
movement, Make publishes projects, skillTechnology on Your
building tutorials, in-depth reviews, and
Time
inspirational stories, accessible to all ages
and skill ranges.
Categories:
Technology; Crafts &
Textiles

Mantra Wellness

5.95

4 Mantra Wellness is run by yogis and
strong women, and built by community.
Each issue addresses the topics of yoga
and meditation practice, mindfulness,
health, outdoor adventure, organic beauty,
and many other facets of a conscious
lifestyle.

5.99

8 Originally published in France, Marie
Claire is the publication women turn to for
information on fashion, style, hairstyles,
beauty, women's issues, careers, health,
and more. Each monthly issue features
colorful fashion spreads, fascinating
interviews, and tons of style and beauty
advice.

Categories:
Lifestyle; Fitness;
Mindfulness

Marie Claire
More Than a Pretty
Face
Categories:
Fashion; Women

Martha Stewart
Living
Categories:
Home; Crafts &
Textiles; Food &
Beverage; Lifestyle

4.99

12 Martha Stewart Living oﬀers readers a
unique combination of inspiration and
“how-to” information focusing on home,
cooking and entertaining, gardening,
crafts, and holidays. Martha Stewart
Living celebrates the simple things of
everyday life, and encourages readers to
dream and do.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Martha Stewart
Living Special
Categories:
Home; Food &
Beverage; Women

Marvin

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.99
2 Martha Stewart Living oﬀers readers a
unique combination of inspiration and
“how-to” information focusing on home,
cooking and entertaining, gardening,
crafts, and holidays. Martha Stewart
Living celebrates the simple things of
everyday life and encourages readers to
dream and do.

30

The Rebirth of Print
Categories:
Music; Fashion; Pop
Culture

Mary Jane's Farm

6.99

6 Mary Jane Butters is the internationally
recognized organic farmer, book author,
environmental activist, and food
manufacturer behind the self-titled Mary
Jane's Farm magazine. Each issue
features tasty and nutritious recipes,
many from Mary Jane's organic farm and
creative handmade projects recalling
methods and tools of the past to make
new treasures today.

28

4 Founded by Dave Eggers, McSweeney’s
is a literary journal that is constantly
evolving, featuring odd juxtapositions
such as the fiction by David Foster
Wallace next to interviews with scientists
making spider silk in the bellies of
Madagascan dwarf goats. Always
innovating and intriguing, McSweeney’s
never disappoints.

Simple Solutions for
Everyday Organic
Categories:
Home; Lifestyle;
Women

McSweeney's
Quarterly Concern
Categories:
Literary; Humor

4 From the founder of the late, lamented
Nylon and Ray Gun comes Marvin.
Featuring the best writers, photographers,
and creators from across the world, each
issue spotlights the biggest music acts
and the most exciting fashion designers
working today.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Men's Health
The Magazine Men
Live By
Categories:
Men; Fitness; Health

Merde

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99 12 A unique health publication for active
men, Men’s Health is dedicated to the
positive and practical actions that can
make men's lives better by delving into
important manly concerns: careers,
relationships, family, stress management,
sexuality, fitness, nutrition, and more.

20

Categories:
Fashion; Humor;
LGBTQIA+

Milieu

10.99

4 With a focus on the United States, but
also looking beyond—to Europe and
elsewhere—Milieu introduces readers to
the best designers and projects, as well
as the people and places that have often
gone unnoticed. By shining an editorial
light on the diverse talents of interior and
garden design, each issue embraces the
future while acknowledging the past.

13.5

4 The Mission of Milk Decoration is to
inspire young contemporary families
(urban, cosmopolitan, and connected) in
terms of style and decoration—
encouraging them to decipher the text of
interior scenes and embrace the design
and decor which best suits their unique
aesthetic

Categories:
Home; Gardening

Milk Decoration
Style and Inspiration
for Contemporary
Tribes
Categories:
Design; Home;
Parenting

2 A publication with reflexive intuitions,
Merde aims to satisfy fashion's
postmodern desire for unconventional
and subversive text and imagery. With the
aim to disrupt tired fashion narratives,
each issue picks a theme to explore with
self-depreciation, wit, and humor.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Milk Magazine
Fashion, LIfestyle,
Travel, Experiences
for the Modern
Family

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
13.5
4 Milk oﬀers readers a collection of family
based fashion and ideas, focusing mainly
on children's clothing, but also including
holiday destinations, innovative design
and architecture, music suggestions,
celebrity profiles, and much more.

Categories:
Lifestyle; Fashion;
Parenting; Travel
Mind Body Spirit

10.99

Consciousness,
Yoga, Sound,
Healing, Meditation,
Storytelling,
Kabbalah, Ritual
Categories:
Spirituality;
Mindfulness
Mindful

7.99

Taking Time for
What Matters
Categories:
Mindfulness; Health

Mindful Special
Get Started with
Mindfulness
Categories:
Mindfulness; Health

12.99

4 Mind Body Spirit is the only UK magazine
surveying all things spiritual, from
astrology to zen. Its pluralistic approach
to spirituality presents readers with topics
ranging from perennial wisdom,
psychology, and non-duality, to divination,
alternative medicine, and Buddhism.

6 Mindful is an evidence-based magazine
that embraces scientific research research which shows that people are
living happier, more self-accepting lives
through mindfulness. It shows how
mindfulness lowers stress, centers the
mind, and allows one to experience the
power and pleasure of living fully in the
moment.
4 Mindful Special oﬀers a definitive guide to
mindfulness meditation, step-by-step
practices and techniques for them to
become a beneficial part of one's life, and
discover everything needed to take time
for what matters most.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Modern House
Categories:
Home; Design

Mojo

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
2 Inspired by the principles of modernism,
The Modern House presents design-led
homes that pay attention to space, light,
materials, nature and decoration. Each
issue features interviews with homeowners, photographers, architects,
painters, artists, and creatives who take
inspiration from their environments.

12.5

The World's Best
Music Magazine
Categories:
Music

Mold

20

The Future of Food
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Technology

Mollie Makes
Living & Loving
Handmade
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

14.99

12 Mojo covers a wide variety of musical
genres, but focuses mostly on guitar and
band-oriented sounds. Each issue
features revealing interviews with current
and historical bands, features on the
lifestyles and lives of musicians, and
expert reviews of all the latest releases
and tours. Every copy comes with a free
CD featuring musicians found within the
issue.
1 Mold covers innovative ideas emerging
from the world of food design and
technology through in-depth, original
reporting, and a distinct vision for how
design can transform our food futures.
From cellular agriculture to 3D food
printing, each issue spotlights the ideas
that will revolutionize how we produce,
prepare, and eat food.
12 Mollie Makes is focused on contemporary
fabric crafts. It provides readers with
trendy and contemporary projects in a
beautiful and inspiring environment. Its
celebration of craft as a part of life makes
it an irresistible magazine for anyone with
a passion for the handmade.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Monocle
Categories:
Pop Culture;
Business; Design;
Travel

Monocle Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14 12 Launched in 2007, Monocle is a global
briefing covering international aﬀairs,
business, culture, and design. Edited by
Wallpaper founder and Financial Times
columnist Tyler Brule, it delivers stories on
forgotten states, alluring political figures,
emerging brands, fresh forces in popular
culture, and inspiring design solutions.

18

3 Launched in 2007, Monocle is a global
briefing covering international aﬀairs,
business, culture, and design.

16

1 Featuring writing from the Pacific
Northwest, Moss is dedicated to exploring
the intersection of place and creative
expression, while exposing the region's
outstanding writers to a broad audience
of readers, critics, and publishers.

5.99

6 The original do-it-yourself magazine,
Mother Earth News covers everything
from home energy to organic growing, to
preserving the global environment. Mother
Earth News has gotten a little sharper
looking over the years, but the focus on
practical nuts and bolts is clearer than
ever.

Categories:
Pop Culture; Design;
Food & Beverage;
Travel

Moss
A Journal of the
Pacific Northwest
Categories:
Literary; Regional

Mother Earth News
The Original Guide
to Living Wisely
Categories:
Sustainability;
Gardening; Home

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Mother Earth News
Bookazine
Categories:
Sustainability;
Gardening; Home

Mother Earth News
Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.99
3 The Best of Mother Earth News, featuring
the finest original content from the
magazine, explores topics ranging from
renewable energy advice and practical
homesteading solutions, to creative
natural building methods.

14.99

Categories:
Sustainability;
Gardening; Home

Mother Jones

1 There’s no place like home, and nobody
knows home like Mother Earth News.
Periodical special editions are packed
with practical how-to information to help
readers create homes that are secure,
eﬃcient, aﬀordable and sustainable.

8.99

6 Mother Jones is a magazine of
investigation, and ideas for independent
thinkers. Provocative articles inform
readers and inspire action toward positive
social change. Mother Jones challenges
abuses of power, redefines stubborn
problems, and explores fresh solutions.

Mountain Astrologer 11.99

4 Considered by many professional
astrologers to be the premier astrology
magazines, Mountain Astrologer is
essential reading for anyone serious about
learning or practicing astrology. Each
issue is full of lively, well-written articles,
global forecasts, book reviews, and astrohumor.

Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Timeless
Perspective on
Modern Life
Categories:
Spirituality; Cultures

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Mountain Astrologer
Special
Timeless
Perspective on
Modern Life

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
1 Considered by many professional
astrologers to be the premier astrology
magazines, Mountain Astrologer is
essential reading for anyone serious about
learning or practicing astrology. Once a
year, Mountain Astrologer produces a
yearbook.

Categories:
Spirituality; Cultures
Ms

6.95

More than a
magazine, a
movement
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary; Girls;
Sociology; Women
Muzzleloader

6

6 The best in traditional muzzleloading—bar
none, Muzzleloader has been the leading
magazine devoted to traditional black
powder hunting and shooting. No in-lines,
no scopes, and no break-open breeches.
Each issue is jam-packed with articles on
hunting, shooting, gunsmithing, do-ityourself projects, living history, American
history, book and product reviews, and
much more!

7.99

2 Out of Los Angeles, My Mag encourages
seeking out life's most beautiful moments.
Through original content and expert
advice, My Mag is as attainable as it is
elegant. Most importantly, Molly My want
her readers to be fearless in their pursuit
of what makes them happiest.

Categories:
Sports & Games;
Sociology

My Mag
A lifestyle that
celebrates every day
Categories:
Lifestyle; Women

4 The depth and range of information Ms
delivers is unmatched in the field of
women’s magazines. As a result, Ms is
recognized nationally and internationally
as the media resource and expert on
issues relating to women’s status, rights,
and points of view.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
n+1
Categories:
Literary; Cultures;
Political & Social
Commentary

Naked Food

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
14.95
3 Since 2004, n+1 has established itself as
"the bellwether of a new generation of
literary intellectuals." Each issue writes a
living history of the present day, as it
occurs, with a focus on culture, and
politics through a literary lens. If n is
whatever exists, there is always
something vital that needs to be added.

8.95

4 Naked Food covers the growing trend of
cooking, eating, and living a whole food,
plant-based lifestyle. It focuses on
evidence-based nutrition, and features
recipes, tips, and expert advice geared
toward the prevention and reversal of
chronic diseases, as well as the
achievement of optimal health.

6.99

26 The Nation, America’s oldest weekly
magazine, is a voice for freedom of
speech, anti-intervention, and progressive
politics, featuring insightful analysis of
current events, political essays, book
reviews, and more.

7.99

12 National Geographic, is the magazine “for
the increase and diﬀusion of geographic
knowledge.” From archaeology to
oceanography, from the most remote to
the most congested corners of the globe,
National Geographic’s coverage of
worldwide issues is unparalleled.

Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

Nation
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

National Geographic
Categories:
Natural World;
Cultures; Travel

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
National Geographic
History
Categories:
Sociology

National Geographic
Kids

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
6 These special National Geographic
editions focus on history. National
Geographic is the magazine “for the
increase and diﬀusion of geographic
knowledge.” From archaeology to
oceanography, from the most remote to
the most congested corners of the globe,
National Geographic’s coverage of
worldwide issues is unparalleled.
4.99

12 This is not your father’s National
Geographic! National Geographic Kids
invites students to explore the world and
all that is in it. It's filled with games,
photographs, pictures, animal facts,
stories, and more.

4.99

6 Hey Little Kids, what's that prairie dog
talking about? Look at these cool sand
sculptures! Sloths are spectacular. Brain
boosters, cool stuﬀ, and clever foxes are
just some of the amazing features of this
preschooler's, fun filled glossy from
National Geographic.

National Geographic 14.99
Special

12 From the editors of National Geographic
come these special editions. Each one
features a single theme or issue, and
explores it with intelligent reporting and
stunning photographs. Past themes have
included The Civil War, National Parks,
and Space.

Dare to Explore
Categories:
Children; Animals;
Natural World

National Geographic
LittleKids
Categories:
Children; Animals;
Natural World

Categories:
Natural World

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
National Parks
Journal
Categories:
Travel; Natural World

Nautilus

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
6 National Parks Specials provides
everything a traveler needs to plan the
perfect national park vacation including
in-depth profiles on destinations, detailed
maps, scenic driving itineraries, wildlife
guides, family-friendly outdoor activities,
gear essentials, and much more.

12

6 Nautilus combines science, culture, and
philosophy into a single story told by the
world's leading thinkers and writers
through essays, investigative reports and
fiction. Supported by a grant from the
John Templeton Foundation, the Nautilus
mission is to allow science to spill over its
natural borders.

5.99

6 New Noise is the go-to resource for new
music and the art and culture that
surround it. From punk to metal; garage to
industrial and beyond; each issue features
band interviews and profiles, record and
show reviews, and a flexi-disc of new
music from bands featured in that issue.

10.99

4 New Philosopher is devoted to exploring
philosophical ideas from past and present
thinkers in order to help the reader to
challenge contemporary thought and
conditioning.

Categories:
Science; Cultures;
Sociology

New Noise
For Those Who
Support
Underground Music
Categories:
Music

New Philosopher
Categories:
Sociology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
New Republic
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

New York

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99 12 Founded in 1914, The New Republic
provides an intelligent, stimulating, and
rigorous examination of American politics,
foreign policy, and culture. Headquartered
in Washington D.C., it is uniquely
positioned to cover public aﬀairs from an
insider's vantage point.

6.99

26 New York magazine is a smart, critical,
award-winning guide to life in the city, for
readers who want to stay on top of the
trends, culture, and politics of city life and
beyond.

9.95

20 Inspired by the idea that the discussion of
important books is an indispensable
literary activity, The New York Review of
Books publishes original poetry, long-form
reviews, and essays—often by wellknown writers. Each issue includes a
broad range of subject matter, including
articles on art, science, politics, and
literature.

14.99

6 Combining the extraordinary, authoritative
content from The New York Times these
special publications highlight historical
and cultural events though photographs
and articles.

Categories:
Regional; Political &
Social Commentary;
Pop Culture

New York Review of
Books
Categories:
Literary;

New York Times
Special
Categories:
Pop Culture;
Political & Social
Commentary;
Sociology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
New Yorker
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary; Regional

Nexus

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
8.99 47 The New Yorker contains an eclectic
mixture of political and business
coverage, social commentary, fiction, art,
and criticism. Timeless and immediate,
energetic and thoughtful, serious and
funny, the New Yorker combines the
insights of new and established writers to
form a deeper understanding of the world.

6.95

New Times
Categories:
Science; Political &
Social Commentary;
Religion; Technology

Nib

14.95

3 The Nib is a comics publication that
publishes political cartoons, satire,
journalism, essays, and memoir about
what is going down in the world, all in
comics form, the best medium. Featuring
contributions from KC Green, Matt Bors,
Kendra Wells, and many more.

5.99

6 Northwest Travel & Life provides the
information necessary to make travels
through the Pacific Northwest more
interesting, educational, and fun. Subjects
range from museums to rodeos, and from
big cities to raging whitewater rivers and
quiet old growth forests.

Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Humor

Northwest Travel &
Life
Categories:
Travel; Regional

6 Nexus is an alternative news magazine
covering health breakthroughs, future
science and technology, suppressed
news, free energy, religious revisionism,
conspiracy, the environment, UFOs,
paranormal activities, and the
unexplained.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Nuts & Volts
Everything for
Electronics
Categories:
Technology; Crafts &
Textiles

O Quarterly

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.5
6 Nuts & Volts shows the beginning and
advanced electronics hobbyist how to
make printed circuit boards, troubleshoot
and repair a circuit, and design a project
using integrated circuits or microcontrollers. New products, new
technology, and build-it-yourself project
articles are featured in every issue.

15.99

4 O Quarterly gives confident, smart women
the tools they need to reach for their
dreams, express their individual style, and
make choices that will lead to a more
fulfilling life. Inspired by one of the most
trusted women in America, O Quarterly
serves as a catalyst for transforming lives.

28.99

2 ODDA uses the lens of fashion to speak
out for creatives, artists, philanthropists,
gallerists, actors and actresses, models,
and all those who participate in and
actively nourish culture. Each themed
issue aims to be a platform for selfexpression, imagination, and dreams
brought to the next level.

25

2 A platform for global artists, Oﬀ the Rails
showcases youth culture. From
photographers to painters, skaters to
poets and musicians, each issue
promotes an all year round summertime,
out-there, rock'n'roll mentality that
everybody can appreciate.

Live Your Best Life
Categories:
Women; Pop
Culture; Spirituality

ODDA
Categories:
Fashion

Oﬀ the Rails
A Visual Arts &
Photographic
Journal Made by
Artists
Categories:
Art; Pop Culture

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Oﬀscreen
A Human Voice in
Tech
Categories:
Technology; Media;
Sociology

Oh (Comely)

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
22
2 As a slow, thoughtful counterbalance to
the fast-paced, buzzword-heavy tech
coverage online, Oﬀscreen explores
critical perspectives on technology
through earnest conversations and
examines how humanity shape
technology and how technology shapes
humanity.

14.45

6 Oh (Comely) is a collection of everyday
adventure stories curated to warm the
heart. It provides an alternative to the
"pile-it-high-sell-it-cheap" aesthetic of
mainstream magazines for young women.
Each issue features insightful and funny
articles on music, film, crafts, society and
art.

8.99

4 For and by readers, Oh Reader is about
reading—it looks deep into the art of
reading—why we do it, how it aﬀects us,
who we are when we read, and how we're
all connected through words. Expect
insightful stories, hilarious observations,
fascinating interviews, and a lot of wordnerdery.

16

4 A community hub celebrating women and
non-binary skaters from all over the world,
OH-SO is all about skateboarding.
Featuring both pro skateboarders as well
as those who are up-and-coming and/or
doing good in the global skateboarding
community.

Mindful Being Mindful Doing
Categories:
Mindfulness;
Women

Oh Reader
Categories:
Literary

Oh So
Celebrating the
Women's Global
Skateboarding
Community
Categories:
Women; Girls;
Sports & Games

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Old Farmer's
Almanac
GardenGde
Grow Better,
Naturally
Categories:
Gardening; Home
Openhouse

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
1 Colorful, comprehensive, and
contemporary, the annual Old Farmer's
Almanac Garden Guide includes easy DIY
planning projects, edibles to grow indoors
and out, spectacular blooming bulbs,
landscaping basics, new tools and décor,
make-it-today recipes, expert advice, and
more.

28

The life we share
Categories:
Home; Design;
Sociology

Oregon Home

4.99

4 Oregon Home celebrates the homes of
Pacific Northwesterners whose new or
remodeled dwellings reflect their
passions. Each issue features profiles of
beautiful homes, and essential tips on
remodeling, interior design, and
landscaping.

5.95

4 Origin is a platform for art, culture,
conscious lifestyle, humanitarianism,
sustainability, and yoga. Each issue
features raw, uncensored interviews with
fascinating public figures, whose powerful
stories are told without bias or agenda.

Categories:
Regional;
Gardening; Home

Origin
The Conscious
Lifestyle Magazine
Categories:
Lifestyle; Art; Health;
Sustainability

2 Openhouse looks to bright, creative
people from around the world, who open
their homes or their private spaces to the
public to share cultural activities in
gastronomy, art, and design. Additionally,
Openhouse is a bilingual publication. All
articles are published not only in English,
but also the language of the interviewee.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Orion
Nature/Culture/
Place
Categories:
Natural World;
Sociology;
Sustainability
Out

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9
4 Orion engages its readers with essays,
fiction, poetry, and visual art that
celebrate the earth, enrich our spiritual
connection with nature, and shape a new
vision for people and the natural world.
Free of advertising and beautifully
illustrated, Orion has something for every
reader.

6.99

6 Out is in its second decade of publishing
as a sleek, stylish, sexy force to be
reckoned with. Unparalleled coverage of
the worlds of fashion and entertainment
are given a decidedly alternative twist.
Each issue of Out is a visual feast.

8

4 Outbound Herbivore is the go-to for all
things vegan in the Seattle area. Each
issue features, news, restaurant features,
recipes, and vegan tips & tricks, all
fashioned to enhance the culinary
experience of vegans, vegetarians, and
anyone interested in incorporating plantbased foods into their lives.

Categories:
LGBTQIA+

Outbound Herbivore
Vegan Magazine
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health; LGBTQIA+;
Regional

Outdoor
Photographer
Categories:
Photography

7.99

12 Outdoor Photographer is written by the
world's leading landscape, wildlife, sports
and travel photographers. Every issue
features advice on how to improve your
photography, evaluations of the latest
equipment, and portfolios of stunning
photography.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Outside
Live the active Life
Categories:
Lifestyle; Business;
Sports & Games;
Travel

Outside Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
8 Outside is one of America’s favorite active
lifestyle publications. Coverage of outdoor
sporting events, locations, and equipment
make Outside the essence of active
sporting life. Included are three specials:
Family Vacations, a Buyer’s Guide, and a
Travel Guide.

7.95

Categories:
Sports & Games;
Business

Oxford American

14.95

A Magazine of the
South
Categories:
Literary; Music;
Regional

Parabola
Where Spiritual
Traditions Meet
Categories:
Literary; Spirituality

9.95

2 The Outside special buyer's guide is
published twice a year, in the Spring and
Fall, and features the best outdoor gear
for every season. You will find reviews of
bikes, surfboards, climbing gear, skis,
rock & ice climbing equipment, and more.

4 The Oxford American is a nonprofit,
dedicated to featuring the best in
Southern writing while documenting the
complexity and vitality of the American
South. Once a year Oxford American
publishes its celebrated music issue,
which includes a CD of classic and
contemporary Southern artists.

4 Parabola is the widely respected journal
bringing together great writers and
thinkers to explore common themes found
in the world’s myths, legends, ancient
symbols, sacred art, folklore, and ritual.
Each issue of Parabola includes articles,
interviews, folktales, reviews, and
occasional fiction.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Paris Review
Categories:
Literary

Passport

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
4 The Paris Review celebrates the
achievements of both new and
preeminent writers of the day. It has
featured William Faulkner, Ernest
Hemmingway, Ralph Ellison, Joan Didion,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Toni Morrison,
and Seamus Heaney. Time has called The
Paris Review “the biggest ‘little magazine’
in history.”
7.99

6 Passport is America's only Gay and
Lesbian travel magazine. It is the source
for unbiased travel articles and insider
information for savvy travelers. Each issue
is filled with stunning photography and
packed with detailed information to make
your next trip truly wonderful.

11.95

4 With an eye toward environmental
protection, Patagon Journal builds a
greater appreciation and understanding of
the world's last wild places. Each issue
includes stunning photography, an
extensive travel section, and articles from
top experts in hiking, mountaineering,
wildlife photography, and more. Articles
are in Spanish as well as English.
Published in Chile.

13.99

1 Devoted to promoting PBS brands in the
printed form. Whether it be the
incomparable Bob Ross, the adorable
muppets of Sesame Street, or the
unending kindness and compassion of
Mister Rogers, PBS Special delivers with
in depth looks at their own.

Travel-Culture-StyleAdventure-Romance
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Travel

Patagon Journal
Patagonia's
Magazine
Categories:
Nature & the
Environment; Travel

PBS Special
Categories:
Pop Culture;
Sociology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Peddler Journal
Exploring the MultiCultures in Food
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Cultures; Sociology

People

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
2 Peddler Journal is a recipe-driven journal,
exploring food within the context of
culture, self, identity, and tradition. Each
issue traverses the idea that behind every
dish on our daily table, there are inherited
histories, memories, ceremonies, rituals,
cultures, and traditions that are both
personal and universal.

5.99

52 People magazine is the most popular
destination for celebrity news, arts and
entertainment, and human interest stories
ripped from today's headlines. Each issue
features up to the minute gossip on all of
your favorite stars.

20

2 Perfect Strangers is dedicated to
exploring the cross-cultural. From artists
and entrepreneurs, to grandparents and
lovers, each issue features people from all
walks of life who help to connect the
world. Through essays, photography,
interviews, and recipes, the editors
examine how cultures, languages, and
habits intertwine and transform.

9.99

4 Permaculture oﬀers practical, thoughtprovoking articles on organic gardening,
sustainable agriculture, agroforestry, ecovillages, alternative technology, ecoarchitecture and building, and community
development. Permaculture also contains
illustrations, news, designs, reviews, and
letters.

Categories:
Pop Culture

Perfect Strangers
How the World
Meets Itself
Categories:
Cultures

Permaculture
Earth Care, People
Care, Future Care
Categories:
Sustainability;
Gardening; Natural
World

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Permaculture
Design
Regenerating Life
Together
Categories:
Sustainability;
Gardening; Natural
World
Pioneer Woman

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.5
4 Water, soils, forests, community
economics, urban systems, plant guilds,
conservation strategies, and access to
land-appropriate technology are the
interests of Permaculture Design. It is
dedicated to fostering permanent
agriculture modeled on principles which
support a sustainable economy and
culture.
5.99

4 The Pioneer Woman features a strong
emphasis on food, showcasing the star of
Food Network's Pioneer Woman, Ree
Drummond's accessible style of cooking,
meal planning, and casual entertaining.
Each issue also covers fashion, lifestyle,
family, and cultural issues.

14

4 Born out of a reverence for the bizarre
science fiction magazines of the '30s,
'50s, and '60s, Planet Scumm utilizes the
genre as an open forum for philosophy,
anxieties, thought experiments, and
thoughtless experiments. Published in
Portland, Oregon by Spark & Fizz Books.

25

2 Plates was created from the idea that
every ingredient has a human story
behind it and that food has the potential
to transcend barriers of all sorts—be they
linguistic, cultural, or political. Each
themed issue features firsthand stories
about food producing regions across the
globe, including local recipes, growers,
cooks, and more.

Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Home

Planet Scumm
Categories:
Literary; Science;
Zine

Plates
Exploring Stories in
Everyday
Ingredients
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Sociology;
Sustainability; Travel

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
PMA (Positive
Mental Attitude)
Whatever the Mind
can Conceive and
Believe, the Mind
can Achieve
Categories:
Mindfulness; Art;
Music; Sociology
Pocket Crossword
Puzzles
Categories:
Sports & Games

Poetry

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15.95
4 Published in Seattle, PMA (Positive
Mental Attitude) tells true stores of real
people making genuine contributions to
humanity, using the power of positive
thinking as a conduit. From professional
skaters to coﬀee entrepreneurs, beekeepers to documentary filmmakers, each
issue interviews regular people who have
dedicated themselves to living their lives
in a way that impacts those around them
in a positive way.
4.99 12 Pocket Crossword Puzzles features
crosswords ranging in diﬃculty from easy
to hard, with most falling in the medium
category. Dell adds to the fun by including
a nice variety of themed crosswords.

5.95

Categories:
Literary

Poetry Northwest
Categories:
Literary; Regional

14

12 Produced by the Poetry Foundation,
Poetry was founded in Chicago by Harriet
Monroe in 1912, making it the oldest
monthly magazine devoted to verse in the
English-speaking world. It continues to
print the major English-speaking poets,
while presenting emerging talents, in all
their variety.

2 Poetry Northwest remains what it has
been for more than five decades: giving
place and attention to each poem they
publish; serving as a gateway for
emerging writers; representing the vital
corner of the continent (the PNW) to a
broader audience; and attracting and
sustaining readers with the promise of
discovery.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Poets & Writers
From Inspiration to
Publication
Categories:
Literary; Business

Popeye

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99
6 Poets and Writers is a valuable source of
information for the literary community. It
reports on grants, awards, book
contracts, writer’s colonies and publishing
trends, and also publishes manuscript
requests from editors and publishers.

25

12 Based in Tokyo, Popeye has been a staple
of men’s fashion and life since 1976. This
Japanese language title has built an
impressive international following,
featuring articles and images on
streetwear, food, films, music, and travel
in an eye-popping and iconic layout.

12.95

4 Portland Monthly serves all the residents
of Portland, showcasing the city’s people
and events in a manner at once engaging,
penetrating, and unflinching. Portland
Monthly entertains and informs readers
with compelling articles, dynamic
photography, and bold design.

5.95

3 If you’re in the process of buying,
building, or remodeling your home,
Portrait of Portland is full of ideas. You’ll
find resources for great interiors, the latest
fixtures, and style-defining furniture. For
bargain-hunters, each issue features
valuable Savings Certificates redeemable
for discounts and free gifts.

Magazine For City
Boys
Categories:
Fashion; Lifestyle;
Men

Portland Monthly
Categories:
Regional

Portrait of Portland
Portland's Home
Garden and Lifestyle
Magazine
Categories:
Regional; Home

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Profane
Amateur & Art
Categories:
Art

Progressive

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
21.99
2 Profane was born to be devoted to
amateurs: compulsive collectors
obsessed with unusual objects, Sunday
painters, feverish accumulators of things
that are priori unimportant. Each issue
recounts the amorous outbursts of
anonymous connoisseurs, who relate their
certain visions of art.

5.95

6 Based in Madison, Wisconsin, The
Progressive focuses on national politics,
culture, and U.S. foreign policy. Since
1909, The Progressive has aimed to
amplify voices of dissent and those underrepresented in the mainstream, with a
goal of championing grassroots
progressive politics.

13.99

1 Protean is a sharp and imaginative journal
of the newly resurgent political left.
Published by the Protean Collective, each
issue features high quality criticism,
poetry, fiction, illustrations, and art,
making a vibrant case for radical change
to a wide audience of the justice-minded.
100% ad free.

4.99

6 Psychology Today applies the latest
scientific research to the intimate
relationship between body, mind, and
spirit. Reporting on the latest trends in
health, personal relationships, the
workplace, culture, and the family,
Psychology Today helps its readers make
sense of our increasingly complex world.

Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Protean
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary

Psychology Today
For a Healthier Life
Categories:
Mental Health;
Science

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Public Space, A
Categories:
Literary

Purple

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
15
3 Founded by Brigid Hughes, the former
Executive Editor of The Paris Review, A
Public Space believes that stories matter,
that stories are how we make sense of our
lives and how we learn about other
people's lives. It is a gathering place for
ideas, opinions, art, and conversations
from around the corner and around the
globe.
40

2 Published in France, Purple began its life
as an anti-fashion zine in the early 1990's,
but has since matured into a high quality,
chunky, and irreverent bible of style and
weird beauty. Each issue features
stunning fashion photos by Juergen Teller,
Terry Richardson, and Wolfgang Tillmans.

28

2 Published in the UK, Puss Puss is an
international publication for culture,
fashion, music, and cat lovers. Each issue
features interviews, articles, and fashion
shoots by the most exciting, established
and up-and-coming talent from around
the world.

20

4 Racquet celebrates the art, ideas, style,
and culture that surround tennis, fondly
remembering the swashbuckling sport of
the tennis boom of the '70s and '80s, and
hopes to restore some of that swagger to
today's game.

Categories:
Fashion; LGBTQIA+

Puss Puss
Categories:
Fashion; Animals;
Music

Racquet
Categories:
Sports & Games

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Ranger Rick
National Wildlife
Federation
Categories:
Children; Animals;
Natural World

Raw Vision

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
4.99
6 All about animals and their habitats,
Ranger Rick is a reading and learning
adventure for kids aged 7-12. Each issue
features exciting photography, wildlife
adventure stories, nature crafts and
projects, and environmental tips, and is
loaded with great things to see, learn, and
do.

16

The World's Leading
Journal Of Outsider
Art, Art Brut
Contemporary Folk
Art

4 Raw Vision features art forms that lie
outside the cultural norm: art brut,
grassroots art, self-taught art, visionary
art, contemporary folk art, and the art of
the insane. Lavishly illustrated, Raw Vision
also features news of outsider art,
reviews, and interviews.

Categories:
Art
Real Simple

5.99

Life Made Easier
Categories:
Lifestyle; Home

Real Simple Special 14.99
Categories:
Lifestyle; Children &
Parenting; Home

12 Taking things easy, Real Simple oﬀers
beautiful, practical solutions to simplify
life, eliminate clutter, and helps readers
focus on what they want to do, not what
they have to do like cook a good
breakfast, declutter the den, or create
simple living spaces for an easier, more
comforting life.

6 Real Simple oﬀers beautiful, practical
solutions to simplify your life, eliminate
clutter, and help you focus on what you
want to do, not what you have to do.
Periodically, Real Simple publishes
focused specials following specific
lifestyle themes such as parenting or
mental well-being.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Record Culture
Categories:
Music

Rethinking Schools

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
25
2 Record Culture shines a light on the
people intrinsic to niche music
communities around the world and their
intersection with art, fashion, and culture.
Each issue features candid long-form
interviews and photography, providing an
intimate view into interviewee's homes
and studios.

6.95

4 Rethinking Schools remains firmly
committed to equity and the vision that
public education is central to the creation
of a humane, caring, multiracial
democracy. While writing for a broad
audience, Rethinking Schools emphasizes
problems facing urban schools,
particularly issues of race.

9.99

12 Rolling Stone is a cultural icon. In addition
to its authoritative position as the number
one reference for music, Rolling Stone's
sphere of influence reaches into
entertainmnet, movies, television,
technology, and national aﬀairs. Rolling
Stone covers everything that's important,
trend-setting, newsworthy, and relevant,
to young adults.

14.99

5 From the editors at Rolling Stone come
these special collector's editions. Each
issue focuses on a specific band or artist,
and includes lists of best albums and
songs, plus interviews culled from Rolling
Stone's deep archives.

Categories:
Sociology; Children;
Political & Social
Commentary

Rolling Stone
Categories:
Pop Culture; Music;
Political & Social
Commentary

Rolling Stone
Special
Categories:
Music

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Rucksack

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Travel; Photography

$ FQY Description
20
2 Published in the U.K., Rucksack, a biannual publication celebrating visual
storytelling, is driven by a passion for
adventure and photography. Each issue
serves as a platform for new and
emerging photographers and writers,
connecting a global community of
creative storytellers.

Runaway

16

2 Runaway is an independent travel
publication dedicated to the growing
community of runners and trailblazers
around the world. Each issue functions as
a guide to a diﬀerent city and seeks to
portray its soul and energy by highlighting
characters, current aﬀairs, culture, art,
and food from a street level, all while
serving as an inspiration to run, create,
and explore.

9.99

6 With updates on the latest exercise
equipment, clothing, and shoes, Runner’s
World is the authoritative source of
information for runners. It oﬀers in-depth
coverage of important national and
international running events and
personalities and advice on training, diet,
and nutrition.

7.95

2 Sage Woman is a magazine of women’s
spirituality for people who identify
positively with the term “Goddess,”
including women of a variety of religious
faiths, ranging from Roman Catholic to
'Lesbian Separatist Witch', and
everywhere in between. Each issue
focuses on a particular theme.

Run + Travel
Categories:
Fitness; Sports &
Games; Travel

Runner's World
Categories:
Fitness; Sports &
Games

Sage Woman
Celebrating the
Goddess in Every
Woman
Categories:
Women; Religion;
Sociology;
Spirituality

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
San Franciscan
Categories:
Regional; Art;
Cultures; Literary

San Francisco

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
10
2 The San Franciscan is a fiercely
independent magazine that celebrates the
diverse subcultures of San Francisco and
the Bay Area through humor and criticism,
but always with the utmost sincerity and
pride. Each issue features interviews,
essays, reviews, art, and photography.

4.99

Categories:
Regional; Travel

Sand

15

2 Based in Berlin, Sand is a nonprofit
literary journal published twice a year by a
team from the city's international
community. Featuring work by writers,
translators, and artists from around the
world, each issue seeks out fresh and
under-represented perspectives on
finding, publishing, and championing work
from demographic margins the world over.

12.99

4 Saveur is an exciting magazine for those
passionate about cooking. With Saveur,
readers will discover authentic regional
food from around the world, and learn to
create these dishes at home. Its pages are
filled with stunning food photography,
insightful articles, and spectacular
recipes.

Berlin's English
Literary Journal
Categories:
Literary

Saveur
Savor the World of
Authentic Cuisine
Categories:
Food & Beverage

12 Through a blend of insightful analysis,
investigative reporting, and authoritative
coverage of local food, fashion, culture,
design, and travel, San Francisco strives
to be an essential resource for
understanding, exploring, and celebrating
San Francisco and the larger Bay Area.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Scientific American
Categories:
Science; Technology

Scientific American
Special

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99 12 Scientific American has brought its
readers unique insights about
developments in science and technology
for more than 150 years. Whether
exploring dinosaurs or dark matter,
Scientific American's regular editions and
its special issues each year enlighten its
readers to the world around them.

13.99

4 Scientific American has brought its
readers unique insights about
developments in science and technology
for more than 150 years. Whether
exploring dinosaurs or dark matter,
Scientific American's regular editions and
its special issues enlighten its readers to
the world around them.

8.99

6 Seattle serves its readers with lively
writing and striking photography. Features
range from profiles and arts coverage to
stories on home design and fashion.
Regular departments address issues
related to living in Seattle neighborhoods,
dining, style, and nightlife.

7.99

6 Seattle Bride is the magazine for wedding
fashion, planning, and the newly married
lifestyle. Seattle Bride is written and
produced locally and features the top
local wedding resources in the region.
Regular departments include articles
about catering, photography, beauty,
honeymoons, and tips for the groom.

Categories:
Science; Technology

Seattle
The Premier Seattle
Monthly
Categories:
Regional; Home;
Travel

Seattle Bride
Categories:
Regional; Women

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Seattle Met
Categories:
Regional

Sedona Journal of
Emergence

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.95
4 From the publisher of Portland Monthly,
Seattle Metropolitan promises more of the
dynamic, innovative coverage you've
come to expect from Portland Monthly,
with a decidedly Emerald City twist.

5.95

12 Sedona opens spiritual doors to new
dimensions of awareness. It oﬀers the
latest information on what to do as the
world moves from the 3rd to the 4th
dimension, and how those energies aﬀect
you and the earth. Sedona includes
practical articles on healing, ETs, UFOs,
astrology, runes, herbs, and reincarnation.

15

2 From editor Carole Bamford of the UK's
Daylesford Farm, Seed oﬀers profiles,
recipes, essays, and practical solutions,
all generously illustrated and
photographed to gently inspire readers to
live more sustainably and examine their
consumption.

19

2 Serviette is about food, but not just the
food we eat: it’s about the language,
culture, and transformative possibilities of
the future of our food. Through profiles,
interviews, and features, its mission is to
create content that drives a more
interconnected, circular world of
hospitality.

Categories:
Spirituality; Lifestyle

Seed
Celebrating Food,
Craft, Travel,
Sustainable Living
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Sustainability; Travel
Serviette
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Cultures

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Sesi
Covering the Black
Girl's Mainstream
Categories:
Girls; Children;
Cultures; Pop
Culture
Shots

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
4.99
4 Sesi (meaning sister in Sotho, a Bantu
language mainly spoken in Southern
Africa) is the only teen magazine for Black
girls on the newsstands. Sesi reps to the
fullest—filling that void in mainstream
magazine media in which Black girls and
their voices have been virtually invisible.

10

Categories:
Photography

Simple Things

13.5

12 From the publishers of Mollie Makes, The
Simple Things taps into simple living. It is
aimed at mindful consumers, and features
articles on gardening, food, crafts, interior
design, and lifestyle.

8.95

6 Simply Gluten Free is dedicated to
providing the gluten free community and
those with other food sensitivities with the
information and inspiration to make
healthy lifestyle choices for themselves
and their families.

Categories:
Lifestyle; Crafts &
Textiles; Design;
Mindfulness

Simply Gluten Free
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health; Lifestyle

4 Characterized by its diverse,
straightforward, bold presentation of
images by photographers of all levels,
with an innate passion for creative,
personal work, Shots is a readersupported journal of photography. Its
intimate black and white design and
respect for the art of photography make
Shots a compelling choice.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Sirene
The Ocean Outside,
The Ocean Inside
Categories:
Natural World;
Sustainability

Skeptic

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
22
2 Printed on paper made from recycled
algae, Sirene is for all those who love the
ocean. Each issue features over one
hundred pages of stories, essays, and
photos, as well as interviews with surfers,
free divers, conservationists, and those
who make their living from the sea.

6.95

4 Published by the Skeptics Society, which
seeks to examine claims of the
paranormal and pseudoscience, Skeptic
aims to promote “critical thinking skills
and good science.” All while investigating
extraordinary claims and revolutionary
ideas and promoting science and critical
thinking.

5.99

6 Skeptical Inquirer encourages the critical
investigation of paranormal and fringescience claims from a scientific point of
view and disseminates factual information
about the results of such inquiries to the
scientific community and the public.

28

2 The typography magazine, Slanted
combines the areas of typography,
graphic design, illustration, and
photography. Each issue is dedicated to a
specific topic, and the layout of the
magazine reflects that topic. Past themes
include Signage/Orientation, Paris,
Cartoon/Comic, and Art Type.

Extraordinary
Claims,
Revolutionary Ideas,
and the Promotion
of Science
Categories:
Science
Skeptical Inquirer
The Magazine for
Science and Reason
Categories:
Science

Slanted
Categories:
Design; Art;
Photography

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Smithsonian

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Science; Natural
World; Travel

$ FQY Description
6.99 12 Smithsonian covers travel, the arts, the
environment, science, history, and all
things cultural. From classics to the
contemporary, each issue features stories
on diverse, timely, and relevant topics,
along with a monthly travel feature that
takes an in-depth look at culture and its
environment.

South Sound

8.95

6 South Sound is the only lifestyle
publication exclusively for the South
Puget Sound. Each issue features local
personality profiles, beautiful homes,
gorgeous gardens, unique dining
experiences, creative ideas for
entertaining, local getaways and much
more.

9.99

4 Spin Oﬀ is a resource for handspinners
throughout the world, presenting
information on fibers, spinning and dyeing
techniques, project ideas, and equipment.
Feature topics have included “Galway
Sheep,” using hand-spun yarn on a
knitting machine, fiber allergies, 19th
century spinning wheels, and new wheel
designs.

6.99

6 Spirituality & Health covers a broad range
of topics under the umbrella of health and
spirituality, which includes nutrition,
wellness, yoga, holistic medicine,
creativity, the inner life, social justice,
issues of conscience, public health, the
human body, and the environment.

Your Friends. Your
Home. Your Life.
Categories:
Regional; Business;
Gardening; Home

Spin Oﬀ
It's about Making
Yarn by Hand
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

Spirituality & Health
The Soul/Body
Connection
Categories:
Health; Spirituality

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Sports Illustrated
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Pop Culture

Sports Illustrated
Kids

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6.99 12 Widely considered the authority in
American sports publications, Sports
Illustrated provides in-depth reporting on
sports, from curling to football, and
behind the scenes interviews with the
players, coaches, and personalities that
make it all happen.

4.99

6 Sports Illustrated Kids provides sports
news and analysis, athlete interviews, and
more, to kids in a format that speaks to
them in their language.

9.99

4 From the editors at Sports Illustrated
come these special theme issues. Usually
timed to coincide with national
championships, or the beginning of a
particular sport's season, they contain
statistics, analysis, and player interviews.

12.99

1 Sports Illustrated Swimsuit features
dozens of models, in swimwear, posing in
exotic locations around the world.

Categories:
Sports & Games;
Children; Pop
Culture

Sports Illustrated
Special
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Pop Culture

Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit
Categories:
Pop Culture; Men

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Standup Journal
A Water Lovers
Magazine
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Lifestyle

Strand Magazine

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12.95
4 Standup Journal highlights global
watersports with a mission to promote
stand up paddling, foiling, big wave
surfing, and wingfoiling in hopes of
bringing readers to the water on those dry
days when they can’t physically get there.

7.95

Mysteries,
Interviews, Articles,
Reviews
Categories:
Literary

Stranger's Guide

20

4 Through long-form essays, investigative
stories, fiction, and beautiful photo
essays, Stranger's Guide oﬀers a whole
new approach to travel writing. Each issue
is packed with maps, fiction,
photographs, and unconventional travel
tips from international writers,
photographs, and explorers.

8

3 Published in Vancouver, British Columbia,
subTerrain publishes a stimulating fusion
of fiction, poetry, photography, and
graphic illustrations from Canadian, U.S.,
and International writers and artists. Self
billed as "sometimes subconscious, often
insubordinate, but never submissive."

Travel Writing Like
You've Never Seen
Before
Categories:
Travel; Literary

subTerrain
Strong Words for a
Polite Nation
Categories:
Literary; Art;
Photography

3 The Strand Magazine oﬀers the best
writing from literary masters such as
Dashiell Hammett, and James M. Cain,
alongside today's popular writers like
Alexander McCall Smith and Michael
Connelly. Each issue attempts to follow in
the hallowed footsteps of the original
Strand, which folded in 1950.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Summa
Categories:
Art; Cultures;
Literary

Sun

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
25
1 Just like its medieval namesake, Summa
aims to cover the whole terrain of a
subject, at once a sum total and a
handbook of essentials. Each issue
explores an idea through essays, poetry,
and visual art, focusing on work that
originates both deep in the past and in
modern times.

5.95

12 The Sun has been an alternative voice for
more than 25 years. Through essays,
interviews, poetry, and fiction, The Sun
challenges its readers to live with and
honor life’s questions. Its contributors
write of their eﬀorts to understand their
lives, often baring themselves with
remarkable candor.

8.99

6 Sunset is a “how-to” guide covering
gardening and landscaping, travel, home
design and decorating, and food. Sunset
is published in regional editions so that
the contents, especially gardening and
travel, are localized within the Western
area.

Personal. Political.
Provocative. AdFree.
Categories:
Literary; Political &
Social Commentary;
Sociology
Sunset
Living in the West
Categories:
Home; Regional;
Travel

Surfer's Journal
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Lifestyle

20

6 The Surfer’s Journal covers the wave
riding sport and culture from the
perspective of an experienced, hardcore
surfer. It is entirely reader supported,
allowing the magazine to invest its
resources in creating an increasingly
higher quality statement about the culture,
artform, and lifestyle of surfing.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Sweet July
By Ayesha Curry
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Lifestyle; Spirituality

Sweet Paul

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 From celebrity chef Ayesha Curry comes
Sweet July. A reminder to live fully in the
present will run through the pages from
start to finish with personal stories,
images, tips, mantras and advice. Each
issue is broken down into four sections
that embody Ayesha’s passions:
community, taste, impact, and self-care.

16

4 Sweet Paul is for anyone looking to make
simple, elegant meals and stylishly easy
crafts for the home. Each issue focuses
on the homemade and the handmade,
and helps readers to create a one-of-akind style for life's every day occasions.

29

2 System explores fashion’s constantly
shifting landscape. Each issue features
exclusive long format conversations with
fashion’s most relevant and most
opinionated individuals, accompanied by
portfolios created by the industry’s most
in demand image-makers.

5.99

6 Tape Op is a forum of producers, mixers,
engineers, and musicians that have
diﬀering opinions on everything from how
much you should pay for a console fader
to which mic to use on a guitar amplifier.
Tape Op has all your needs covered,
whether you’re recording on a 4-track at
home or putting together a professional
studio.

Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Crafts & Textiles

System
Categories:
Fashion

Tape Op
The Creative Music
Recording Magazine
Categories:
Music; Technology

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Taproot
Living Fully, Digging
Deeper
Categories:
Sustainability; Crafts
& Textiles;
Gardening
Tarka

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
12
6 Taproot is a collection of curated stories
written by and for people living fully and
digging deeper. Each themed issue is for
people who are interested in deepening
their connections to their families,
communities, and themselves as they
strive to live locally and closer to the
ground.

25

4 Tarka explores yoga philosophy,
contemplative studies, and the world's
wisdom and esoteric traditions. Its
guiding mission is to dissolve the
institutionalized boundaries between
scholarly, devotional, and embodied
methods, in an eﬀort to forge a new
paradigm of cross-disciplinary and crosscultural research and practice

21

2 ThIIIrd is an independent magazine and
inclusive platform amplifying the voices
and visibility of underrepresented
backgrounds. Each issue centralizes the
thoughts, being, and art of people of
color, queer, trans, and non-binary people
through essays, fashion editorials, and
feature interviews. Published in the UK.

4.99

12 From the publisher of Juxtapoz, Thrasher
covers skateboarding, snowboarding,
modern music, and alternative activities
for the youth of today. Each issue is
packed with color photos, interviews,
profiles, contest results, photo
sequences, video game reviews, advice
columns, fashion tips, and insider industry
gossip.

Contemplative
Studies & Practice
Categories:
Spirituality

ThIIIrd
Diverse
Perspectives in Arts,
Fashion, and Culture
Categories:
Art; LGBTQIA+

Thrasher
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Pop Culture

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Threads
For People who
Love to Sew
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles

Thrive

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 In Threads, talented sewers share
information on making beautiful things to
wear and use. It oﬀers articles on sewing,
quilting, design, construction, detailing,
and embroidery. Beautifully illustrated,
Threads provides instruction for
beginners, and thorough coverage of
complicated projects for advanced
readers.
5.95

Plant-Based
Lifestyle
Categories:
Lifestyle; Food &
Beverage; Health;
Sustainability
Time

7.99

Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Time Special
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary; Pop
Culture

14.99

6 The #1 plant-based magazine in America,
Thrive features loads of recipes and food
tips from some of the best chefs and
biggest food influencers in the world and
focuses on providing news and
information on living a full, balanced, and
healthy plant-based life.

30 This celebrated news magazine features
up to the minute coverage of world
events, politics, science, nature,
entertainment, and much more.

26 From the editors of Time magazine, these
periodic special issues include the
popular Person of the Year issue. Each
one features articles culled from the
pages of Time, as well as new writing on
various subjects. Past topics include JFK,
The Beatles, and Steve Jobs.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Time Stand Alone
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary

Timid

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 Time produces a quarterly special edition
highlighting relevant news and events
whether it be Time Magazine specific or a
compendium of articles and features
under a single theme.

25

1 Timid is rewriting the narratives of the
Asian American experience across
geography, generations, and cultural
diﬀerences. Each issue features interviews
with artists, actors, writers, and other
Asian American influencers.

19

2 Published by the Deste Foundation for
Contemporary Art, ToiletPaper is an art
magazine, not a magazine about art. Each
issue of this picture-based publication is a
collaboration between Italian
photographers Maurizio Cattelan and
Pierpaolo Ferrari.

22

2 Tonic focuses on the history, customs,
and sheer pleasure of drink. Each
globetrotting issue brings a blend of
thoughtful long-form journalism, plus
shorter works and captivating visual
stories decanted into a beautifully crafted
print journal.

Be Brave. Be Loud.
Be Unapologetic
Categories:
Cultures

ToiletPaper
Categories:
Art

Tonic
A Heady Cocktail of
Drink, Travel and
Adventure
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Cultures; Travel

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Toothache
Food Magazine
Categories:
Food & Beverage

Town & Country

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
20
2 A project from pastry chef Nick Muncy,
Toothache is a creative food publication
made by chefs, for chefs. The goal of
Toothache is to give chefs the opportunity
to show what they are excited and proud
of, with no limitations or guidelines.

6.99

Categories:
Women; Fashion;
Home; Lifestyle

Townsend Letter

10.99

12 The Townsend Letter for Doctors and
Patients is an important cutting-edge
informational resource for those interested
in the inside news about alternative and
unconventional medicine. Townsend
Letter will appeal to anyone with an
interest in achieving optimal health.

12.99

4 Traditional Home oﬀers readers expert
advice in decorating, furnishings,
antiques, tabletops, and gardens.
Readers will also find tours of exquisite
homes, renovation ideas, and collecting,
in each issue.

The Examiner of
Medical Alternatives
Categories:
Health; Science

Traditional Home
Categories:
Home; Gardening

12 Town & Country is an American lifestyle
magazine spotlighting modern women
who enjoy indulging in the finer things.
The content includes topics such as
fashion, culture, beauty, health, travel,
interior design, and the lifestyles of
America's most prominent families.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Trail Runner
One Dirty Magazine
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Fitness

Trail Runner Special
(Dirt)

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
4 Trail Runner is devoted to oﬀ-road
running, marathons, racing, and
orienteering. It focuses on running
destinations, training and health,
personality profiles, and race coverage.
Like its sister publication, Rock and Ice,
Trail Runner uses superb photography,
lively writing, and humor, to capture the
spirit of the sport.
9.99

1 From the folks at Trail Runner magazine,
this annual edition, titled 'Dirt,' is a thick
journal-style issue, jam-packed with
stories that celebrate the vibrant, diverse
trail-running community. Dirt aims to
inspire trail runners everywhere with the
very best, in-depth writing and
photography from the leading voices in
the sport.

6.99

12 Travel & Leisure is the “how-to” magazine
for both the vacationer and the business
traveler. It informs the reader on where to
go and how to get there, what to see,
where to stay, and where to dine, with full
descriptions of local customs and
fabulous photographs.

12.95

4 Tribune was established in 1937 as a
socialist magazine that would give voice
to the popular front campaigns against
the rising tide of fascism in Europe. It was
relaunched with the support of Jacobin in
2018, and is committed to reviving this
great tradition on the British left and to
"sustain the old cause with the old
weapons."

The Trail Running
Life
Categories:
Fitness; Sports &
Games
Travel & Leisure
Categories:
Travel

Tribune
Britain's Oldest
DemocraticSocialist Publication
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Literary

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Tricycle
The Buddhist
Review
Categories:
Religion; Spirituality

Ugly Things

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
10
4 Tricycle provides a forum for the
exploration of Buddhism in the West with
commentary and contributions by many
well-known American writers and artists.
Nonsectarian and non-dogmatic, Tricycle
provides challenging views from the likes
of Shakyamuni, Spalding Gray, and the
Dalai Lama.

9.95

3 Ugly Things is about music from times
when rock n’ roll was young, daring,
dangerous, and vital. A champion of
obscure, underdog artists, and second to
none in its coverage of 60s beat, garage,
R & B, and psychedelia, Ugly Things has a
sweeping focus that takes in raw and
unfiltered music from the 20s to the 80s.

3.99

6 Uh-Oh! is a comics magazine featuring
artists from the Seattle area. Harkening to
the bygone era when terms like webcomic
and graphic novel were unuttered, each
issue aims to reclaim the days when
readers would actually look forward to
holding a comic book in their hands,
anticipating the glee of turning each ink
stained page, and the possibility of yet
unknown comics joy!

Wild Sounds from
Past Dimensions
Categories:
Music

Uh-Oh!
Categories:
Art; Humor

Umber
The Creative
Thinker's Graphic
Journal
Categories:
Art; Cultures

30

1 Written and produced from the
perspective of Black and Brown people,
Umber highlights the world through a
unique lens, by recognizing the beautiful
space between the obvious. Each issue
focuses on the creative culture, visual
arts, and the beauty of randomness.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
Uncut

$ FQY Description
12.99 12 Published in the UK, Uncut delivers
stories about the legends of rock music,
The Spiritual Home
told through photography and writing
of Great Rock Music
from an award-winning team. Each issue
also provides readers with an exhaustive
Categories:
and authoritative reviews section in its
Music
monthly music section.

Under the Gum Tree 24.95
True Stories, Real
Art, No Shame
Categories:
Literary; Art;
Photography

Under the Radar

6.99

4 Focused on indie music and founded in
2001, Under the Radar oﬀers intelligent,
in-depth interviews with bands, articles on
music genres and traditions, full-color
photography, and up to 200 reviews of the
most interesting releases in music, film,
books, comics, video games, and more.

7.95

4 Unite Seattle is a home-grown LGBTQ
publication featuring coverage of local
news and politics, investigative features,
in-depth arts reviews and interviews, and
extensive coverage of Seattle business.

The Solution to
Music Pollution
Categories:
Music; Pop Culture

Unite Seattle
Seattle's Quarterly
Community
Magazine
Categories:
LGBTQIA+;
Regional

4 Under the Gum Tree believes in the power
of sharing stories without shame. Each
issue includes original nonfiction stories
and personal essays, photo essays, and a
cover artist whose work is featured
throughout the interior pages. This
beautiful quarterly brings creative
nonfiction and visual art together in one
unique space

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
UPPERCASE

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Design; Art; Crafts &
Textiles

$ FQY Description
18
4 UPPERCASE is inspired by craft, design,
and illustration. A playful exploration of
creativity, an aﬃnity for vintage ephemera,
and a love of the handmade are some
elements common to each issue. The
magazine boasts high-quality paper and
printing, a unique design aesthetic, and
incredible attention to detail.

upstreet

10

1 upstreet oﬀers a voice to prose writers
and poets who might not find publication
opportunities in more mainstream
journals. Each issue of this IPPY award
winning journal features the best in fiction,
poetry, and creative non-fiction. In
addition, every issue includes an
extensive Q&A with a well-known author
such as Lydia Davis or Dani Shapiro.

5.99

52 Us Weekly features the most timely and
current entertainment news, style, beauty,
and fitness content, all through the lens of
celebrity. As the pop culture catalyst, Us
Weekly extends its sphere of influence to
cover today's hottest stars.

8.99

12 Vanity Fair is a way for the discerning and
curious to explore people, places, and
issues alongside the best and brightest
minds in journalism. From the cuttingedge of American culture to the hardnosed reports on Washington, Vanity Fair
is the definitive chronicle of contemporary
culture.

For the Creative and
Curious

A Literary Magazine
Categories:
Literary

Us Weekly
Categories:
Pop Culture

Vanity Fair
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary; Pop
Culture

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Veg News
Plant-based food
and lifestyle
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health; Lifestyle

Vegan Food & Living

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 Veg News is filled with the latest in
vegetarian and vegan news, travel stories,
recipes, international events, book and
restaurant reviews, nutrition information,
and more. Newly redesigned, Veg News is
sure to enhance any vegetarian or vegan
lifestyle.

13.5

12 Published in the UK, Vegan Food & Living
fills a gap in one of the fastest growing
cooking categories in the UK and around
the world. Each issue features product
news, celebrity and reader interviews,
expert advice, and over 75 new and
exciting vegan recipes.

9.99

6 Veranda is filled with exquisite photos of
fascinating homes, elegant table settings,
tempting recipes, and breathtaking
landscapes. Each issue is a showcase to
ideas that are always gracious and never
pretentious.

24

2 When does play become sport? How
does participation turn into performance?
Where did organized competition come
from? Victory Journal attempts to answer
these questions through insightful essays,
and gorgeous photography. In each of its
attractively bound issues, you will learn
about athletes from such disparate fields
as falconry, wrestling, fencing, surfing,
handball, putt-putt golf, and even football.

Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Health

Veranda
Categories:
Home

Victory Journal
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Photography

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Violet

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Women; Girls;
Lifestyle; Parenting

$ FQY Description
19.9
2 From fashion and art, to motherhood and
families of every form, Violet is a space for
powerful femininity to be investigated and
celebrated. Each issue features interviews
with female directors, artists, writers,
politicians, and personalities, with the
goal of empowering readers to find
confidence in their own womankind.

Vogue

7.99

12 Vogue places fashion in the context of
culture and the world we live in; how we
dress, live and socialize; what we eat,
listen to and watch; and who leads and
inspires us. Vogue immerses itself in
fashion, always leading readers to what
will happen next. Thought-provoking,
relevant and always influential, Vogue
defines the culture of fashion.

17.95

12 Called the least commercial, and thereby
the most respected fashion magazine in
the world, Vogue Italia has never been
afraid of publishing evocative, and
occasionally shocking, images.

Categories:
Fashion; Pop
Culture; Women

Vogue Italia
Categories:
Fashion

Vogue Knitting
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Fashion

9.99

2 Vogue Knitting delivers the perfect mix of
classic, contemporary, and insider fashion
design that experienced and aspiring
knitters seek. Vogue Knitting consistently
delivers top designers like Michael Kors,
Anna Sui and Oscar de la Renta. With a
range of expert and easy patterns that
represents every level of knitter, Vogue
Knitting is synonymous with fashion and
style, and is the international leader in the
field.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Vogue Paris
Categories:
Fashion

Vogue Paris
Collections

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
16.95 10 Vogue Paris began publishing in 1920,
and brings a uniquely French aesthetic to
the world of high fashion. In fact, during
its redesign in 2001, under the French
editorial leadership of Carine Roitfeld, it
ejected most of its non-French staﬀ and
placed an emphasis on the up and
coming Paris fashion and design houses.

34.95

Categories:
Fashion

Vogue UK

10.99

12 Keeping its international eye on the world
of major fashion labels, Vogue UK oﬀers
readers a British perspective on
everything from street fashion to
accessories, and to the personalities that
make the industry run.

16.99

12 Wallpaper speaks to a new generation of
urban modernists and global navigators.
Its readers are the ultimate sophisticated,
brand-savvy, well-heeled, 21st century
consumers searching for the ultimate
understated, cutting edge consumer
items. Wallpaper has broken most of the
rules that govern glossy publishing.

Categories:
Fashion

Wallpaper
Design Interiors,
Fashion, Art,
Lifestyle
Categories:
Design; Lifestyle

2 Indispensable à tous les passionnés de
mode, chaque numéro présente la
sélection de la rédaction de VOGUE parmi
tous les derniers défilés de New York,
Londres, Milan et Paris, choisis et
rassemblés pour vous.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Washington Coast
Categories:
Travel; Natural
World; Regional

Washington Trails

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
3.99
4 Published from scenic Grays Harbor,
Washington Coast teams wordsmiths,
photographers, chefs, and artists, to bring
the reader the best in coastal
destinations, dining, recreation, and local
history. Each issue features stories and
photographs of life among America's
northernmost continental Pacific
shoreline.
4.5

Categories:
Regional; Fitness;
Natural World

Waveform

12.95

4 Dedicated to the world of synthesizers
and the musicians, makers, studio
engineers, and enthusiasts who inhabit it,
Waveform features interviews with
musicians and synth builders, reviews of
new synth modules, synthesizer-heavy
recordings, and expert advice so the
reader can get the most out of their own
synth rigs.

12.99

4 Based in Washington State, Well Being
Journal features personal stories of
healing, and a special section on spiritual
medicine for the body and mind with a
focus on beneficial foods, vitamins, and
herbs for the prevention of disease, and
natural treatments for illnesses.

Categories:
Music

Well Being Journal
Heralding the
Integration of
Medicine with
Spiritual & Social
Aspects of Healing
Categories:
Health; Spirituality

4 Washington Trails includes up-to-date trail
conditions, destination suggestions,
recreation highlights, equipment reviews,
and hiking tips. The nation’s oldest
general circulation hiking magazine,
Washington Trails promotes the
breathtaking hikes and climbs of the
Pacific Northwest.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
$ FQY Description
What Women Create 16.99
4 What Women Create joins the Where
Women Cook, Create, and Work family,
Inspiration for your
but, obviously, with an emphasis on
Imagination
'what'. Each issue not only asks what
women create, but what inspires them to
Categories:
create it, and features stunning
Women; Crafts &
photography and first person stories.
Textiles

Where Women
Create

16.99

4 Where Women Create invites readers into
the creative spaces of the most
extraordinary women of our time. Through
stunning photography and inspirational
stories, each issue will nourish souls and
motivate creative processes.

20

2 More ancestral than artisan, Whetstone is
about food origins and culture and
explores where the things we eat and
drink come from. Through interviews,
features, and articles, each issue seeks to
better understand people through their
food and traditions.

Whole Seed Catalog 12.95

1 This special publication is a new addition
that is sure to delight gardeners, foodies,
and historians everywhere. It is part
catalog, plus so much more! Housed
within its pages are the histories of rare
seed varieties, anecdotes about growers,
fresh garden recipes, preserving, organic
tips, growing methods, and an all around
guide to living oﬀ the land.

Inspiring Work
Spaces of
Extraordinary
Women
Categories:
Women; Art; Crafts
& Textiles
Whetstone
A Journal of Food
Origins and Culture
Categories:
Food & Beverage;
Cultures;
Sustainability

From Baker Creek
Heirloom Seeds
Categories:
Gardening;
Sustainability

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes

Magazine Catalog

Title
Wild Hope

$ FQY Description
13.95
2 Wild Hope celebrates Earth's rich
biodiversity, and raises awareness of the
Field Notes and
need to safeguard wild species from
Images from
extinction. By sharing the stories of
Nature's Front Lines
people who are engaged in protecting our
natural heritage, Wild Hope shows how it
Categories:
can be done, and inspires readers to get
Animals; Natural
involved in making the world safe for
World; Sociology;
wildlife.
Sustainability
Willow and Sage

14.99

4 Willow and Sage shares dozens of unique
recipes, uses, and beautiful packaging
ideas for homemade bath and body
products. Through gorgeous photography
and resourceful editorials, each issue
highlights the art of presentation, and the
science of body harmony.

14.99

2 Willow and Sage shares dozens of unique
recipes, uses, and beautiful packaging
ideas for homemade bath and body
products. Occasionally Willow and Sage
produces a focused special on such
topics as Candle Making

Homemade Bath &
Body Products
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Health;
Sustainability
Willow and Sage
Special
Categories:
Crafts & Textiles;
Health;
Sustainability

Willow Springs
Categories:
Literary

12

2 Aﬃliated with Eastern Washington
University’s Inland Northwest Center for
Writers in Spokane, Washington, Willow
Springs engages readers in an ongoing
discussion of art, ideas, and the human
experience, and publishes the finest in
contemporary fiction, nonfiction, and
poetry, as well as interviews with notable
authors.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Wine & Spirits
Categories:
Food & Beverage

Wine Spectator

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
7.99
4 Founded in 1982, Wine & Spirits is read
by over 200,000 members of America's
wine community. Each issue provides
information on established and up-andcoming regions and producers, the art
and science of viticulture, industry
happenings, and food and wine pairings.
The in-house panel of experts evaluate
more than 15,000 bottles a year.
7.99

Categories:
Food & Beverage

Wine Zine

22

2 The Wine Zine is all about natural wine: its
origins, key figures, and thoughts: the
culture, the ideas, and the people—the
writers, illustrators, photographers and, of
course, the winemakers.

12.5

12 Founded in 1982, The Wire celebrates and
interrogates the most visionary and
inspiring, subversive and radical,
marginalized and undervalued musicians
on the planet, past and present. Each
issue covers a wide range of global
alternative, underground, and
experimental music, avoiding the
mundane and the mediocre.

Categories:
Food & Beverage

Wire
Adventures in
Sound and Music
Categories:
Music

12 Wine Spectator reports on all aspects of
wine expertise, including wine tasting
notes, new product releases, book
reviews, tips on cooking with wine, and
more. Features focus on the novice as
well as the connoisseur, presenting
profiles of winemakers, and informative
how to’s of storage and service.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Wired

Magazine Catalog

Categories:
Technology

$ FQY Description
7.99 12 Wired is for the most connected people
on the planet who want a jump on the
future. Every issue runs ahead of the
pack, delivering unique and timely insight
into the people, companies, and ideas
that are transforming the way we live.

Witches and Pagans

7.95

You Are Here

Categories:
Spirituality

Womankind

14.99

Categories:
Women; Sociology;
Spirituality

Women's Health
It's Good to Be You
Categories:
Women; Fitness;
Health

6.99

2 Combining the fire and passion of
NewWitch with the gravitas and depth of
PanGaia, Witches & Pagans features
interviews with Pagan artists, thinkers,
writers, musicians, and celebrities, plus
practical magick, AstroSpell, and Pagan
muses and mentors.

4 Published in Australia, Womankind is for
women of any age, background, culture,
or lifestyle. Each 132-page, ad-free issue
promotes an immensely public celebration
of life, and an examination of identity
through articles, photography, art, and
fashion.

12 Women's Health, published by Hearst, is
a magazine focusing on health, nutrition,
fitness, sex, and lifestyle. Feel better and
look younger with the best workout
routines, easy eating plans, printable
guides, and more.

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
Women's Review Of
Books
Categories:
Women; Literary

Wonderland

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
6
6 Published by the Wellesley College for
Women at Wellesley College since 1983,
Women's Review of Books has provided a
forum for serious, informed discussion of
new writing by and about women.
Women's Review provides a unique
perspective on today's literary landscape,
and features essays and in-depth reviews
of new books by and about women.
18.99

4 Wonderland entertains, challenges, and
informs both men and women with
editorial and fashion shot by the most indemand photographers working today—
to represent the positive and playful
elements of the fashion industry.

7.95

6 WoodenBoat is devoted to the history,
design, building, maintenance, and
enjoyment of wooden boats. A hands-on
journal, WoodenBoat contains in-depth
information about birchbark canoes,
classic runabouts, four-masted
schooners, and powerful world-class
racers. WoodenBoat is rich, informative,
and inspiring.

9.95

1 From the publishers of WoodenBoat,
Small Boats features trailerable small craft
that can be stored and maintained at
home.

Art & Culture
Categories:
Pop Culture;
Fashion; Music

WoodenBoat
The Magazine For
Wooden Boat
Owners, Builders,
and Designers
Categories:
Sports & Games;
Crafts & Textiles
WoodenBoat
Special
Categories:
Sports & Games

May 2022
Cover

Small Changes
Title
World of Archie
Categories:
Humor; Children

World of Interiors

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
8.99 10 Archie, Betty, Veronica, Jughead! The
world's most famous teenagers for over 7
decades are all here in the World of
Archie. Filled with all of the non-stop
laughs and gaﬀes that the Riverdale gang
is known for, this double-digest also
features stories from some of the best
creators in the comics business.

10.99

12 Hailing from the UK, World of Interiors is
packed with ideas and inspiration on
creating the perfect living space. Each
issue features photographs of the homes
of the rich and famous, and what they
have achieved in their secluded
sanctuaries, from ballrooms to bolt-holes.

7.99

12 Since 1887, The Writer has provided
inspiration and step-by-step solutions for
writers at all levels. Each issue contains
before-and-after examples of improved
writing, practical solutions for writing
problems, tips from famous authors, and
thoughtful advice on taking your writing to
the next level.

7.99

6 From inspiring prompts, practical
techniques, and insightful interviews, to
instructional workshops, writing
competitions, and professional services,
Writer's Digest helps writers of all genres
and formats develop their craft and hone
their business skills at every stage of their
career.

Categories:
Design; Home

Writer
Categories:
Literary; Business

Writer's Digest
Write Better, Get
Published
Categories:
Literary; Business
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Small Changes
Title
XY
Categories:
LGBTQIA+; Men

Yes!

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
9.99
4 Known for its steamy photos and
poignant cultural commentary, XY caters
to young gay men. Each issue features
articles, advice, and reader submitted
photographs. XY is an L3C Foundation
dedicated to benefiting the LGBTQ
community.

6.5

4 Yes! is a nonprofit, independent publisher
of solutions journalism. Through rigorous
reporting on the positive ways
communities are responding to social
problems, and insightful commentary that
sparks constructive discourse, Yes!
inspires people to build a more just,
sustainable, and compassionate world.

6.99

6 Since 1975, Yoga Journal has covered the
practice and philosophy of yoga. Each
issue features articles on visionaries in the
yoga community, the practice of hatha
yoga, applications of yoga to everyday
life, and information on nutrition and diet,
cooking, and natural skin and body care.

12.99

4 From the editors of Yoga Journal come
these quarterly special editions. Each one
contains the best articles, tips, and advice
from previous issues of Yoga Journal on a
particular theme or area of practice. Past
issues have included 'Yoga for Core
Strength', 'Yoga for Beginners', and 'Yoga
at Home'.

Journalism for
People Building a
Better World
Categories:
Political & Social
Commentary;
Sociology
Yoga Journal
Health Fitness Food
Meditation Home
Work Nature
Relationships
Spirituality
Categories:
Fitness; Spirituality
Yoga Journal
Special
Categories:
Spirituality; Fitness
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Cover

Small Changes
Title
Zizzle
Short Stories for
Young Minds
Categories:
Children; Literary

Zoetrope: All Story

Magazine Catalog
$ FQY Description
32
3 Committed to publishing fiction that
children will enjoy, but will also engage
mature readers, Zizzle is an international
short story bookazine devoted to
publishing quality, innovative fiction for
young minds.

10

4 Founded by filmmaker Francis Ford
Coppola, Zoetrope: All-Story seeks to
highlight fiction’s new voices. Guest
designers direct the layout, and contribute
artwork for each issue. Past designers,
such as Helmut Newton, Julian Schnabel,
and Mary Ellen Mark, have garnered
Zoetrope: All-Story literary awards and
accolades.

15

3 Founded in 1985 in San Francisco with
the goal of publishing a superb literary
journal shining a spotlight on West Coast
poets, writers, and artists from a wide
range of backgrounds, Zyzzyva seeks out
a meaningful consideration of the most
urgent ethical issues of our time with
themed issues on topics ranging from
ideas about resistance, the border, art,
and the environment.

Categories:
Literary; Design

ZYZZYVA
Categories:
Literary; Art
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